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Abstract 
The current housing crisis in Sweden affects more municipalities today than ever before. 
There is a high demand for all type of tenures and the housing shortage is primarily evident in 
the metropolitan cities. Sweden has during the last 15 year focused on building for high-
income households, with the vision to create migratory chains providing other society groups 
with housing as well. The migratory chains unfortunately often become significantly short 
and the housing shortage remains for low-income households. Municipalities are now facing 
an unsustainable situation, with an urgent need to resolve the situation for low-income 
households. This needs to be performed without the stigmatization and segregation that 
clusters of only affordable housing brings. 

A Swedish pilot project, RiverCity, including affordable housing through inclusionary zoning 
is currently under development in Frihamnen, Gothenburg. The first phase of the RiverCity 
that will be completed is called “RiverCity 2021” and includes parts of Frihamnen and 
Ringön. The completion will coincide with Gothenburg's 400th anniversary in 2021.There are 
ongoing discussion, and some factors regarding rent setting and distribution of the affordable 
housing units are not yet determined. It is a new, interesting and innovative development 
project that has not yet been studied, and therefore considered suitable for a Master of Science 
thesis project. The thesis and case study was conducted through a qualitative inductive 
research approach, with a case study of the pilot project in Frihamnen, Gothenburg.  

The study indicates a high level of innovation among the actors to fulfill the requirements for 
the assignment of a land allocation. It appears to be important for the actors to ensure that the 
apartments are distributed to households without financial ability to afford a lease in a new 
construction building. Inclusionary zoning and requirements in land allocation to develop 
affordable housing seems to be a prerequisite for the current development of affordable 
housing. The study provides a basis for further research on the outcomes of the current plans 
in the future. 
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Sammanfattning 
 
Den nuvarande bostadsbristen i Sverige drabbar fler kommuner idag än någonsin tidigare. 
Efterfrågan på alla boendeformer är hög och bristen på bostäder är framförallt tydlig i 
storstäderna. De senaste 15 åren har Sverige fokuserat på att bygga för hushåll med relativt 
hög inkomst, med avsikten att skapa flyttkedjor som i sin tur förser övriga grupper i samhället 
med bostäder. Flyttkedjorna blir tyvärr ofta korta och bostadsbristen kvarstår för hushåll med 
lägre inkomster. Kommunerna befinner sig idag i en ohållbar situation; hushåll med lägre 
inkomster måste akut förses med bostäder, samtidigt som den segregation och sociala 
stigmatisering som kluster av billiga bostäder för med sig bör undvikas.  

Ett svenskt pilotprojekt, Älvstaden, som inkluderar affordable housing-lägenheter bland 
lägenheter med marknadshyror är just nu under utveckling i Frihamnen, Göteborg. Byggstart 
av den första etappen, Älvstaden 2021, är planerad till 2017 med färdigställande till 
Göteborgs 400 års jubileum år 2021. Samtliga faktorer angående hyressättning och fördelning 
av affordable housing-lägenheterna är inte fastställda och diskussion pågår fortfarande. 
Projektet är innovativt och väldigt intressant för bostadssituationen i Sverige, samt har inte 
analyserats ännu, vilket tillsammans motiverar en kvalitativ fallstudie av projektet som ämne 
för denna masteruppsats. 

Studien indikerar på hög innovation ibland de utvalda aktörerna för att uppfylla de krav som 
ställts i markanvisningarna. Intrycket är att aktörerna är måna om att utforma kriterier så att 
lägenheterna fördelas till hushåll utan ekonomiska förutsättningar för att klara en icke 
subventionerad nyproduktionshyra. Inclusionary zoning och krav i markanvisning om att 
utveckla affordable housing verkar vara en förutsättning för utveckling av affordable housing. 
Studien utgör en grund för vidare forskning kring utfallet av de nuvarande planerna i 
framtiden. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background  

1.1.1 The current housing crisis in Sweden 

According to the Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and Planning, the current 
housing crisis affects more municipalities today than ever before. It is primarily evident in the 
metropolitan cities of Sweden; Stockholm and Gothenburg. There is great migration and the 
demand for all types of tenure is high, often there is also a need for adapting housing 
availability for certain society groups (Boverket 2013a). 

According to “Bostadsmarknadsenkäten 2016”, which is an annual investigation made by the 
Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and Planning, 240 out of 290 municipalities in 
Sweden have a housing shortage. The number of municipalities with housing shortage in 
2015 was 183. The biggest housing shortage is currently among small and cheap housing 
(Boverket 2016b). Until 2025 the need of housing is estimated to be an additional of 705,000 
units according to The Swedish National Board of Housing, Building and Planning (2015b). 
In 2014 The Swedish Union of Tenants estimated that there is a need of 200,000 rental units 
the next ten years (Hyresgästföreningen 2014). Although the construction of housing in 
Sweden has increased since 2012, necessary levels to meet the population growth will not be 
reached in the foreseeable future (Boverket 2015a).   

Over the last 15 years, Sweden has focused on building for households with relatively high 
incomes with the vision to create migratory chains, opening opportunities for other society 
groups. Unfortunately, the moving chains usually become short and the housing shortage 
remains for households with lower incomes (Lind 2016). Simultaneously the disposable 
income for low income households has not increased proportionally to costs for housing over 
the last years (Boverket 2016a). All type of housing construction is positive due to the fact 
that it pushes down prices and increases the housing supply. However, it does not 
significantly change the need to build directly for low-income households (Lind 2016). 

1.1.2 The Swedish housing system 

According to the law of municipal housing provision, the municipality is responsible for the 
planning of housing. The purpose of the planning is to create prerequisites for the provision of 
good housing for all citizens of the community (SFS 2000:994). Public housing, which means 
rental apartments owned by municipal housing companies, is open for all groups of people 
independent of economical, ethical or social background (SABO 2016).  

Social housing directed towards groups that fulfil certain income criteria does not exist in 
Sweden in the same form as in many other countries (Bengtsson 2015). Despite the fact that 
public housing should be provided for everyone, some municipal housing companies set 
certain minimum requirements concerning income and do not approve social support as 
income (Annadotter and Blomé 2014). Further, the Swedish rent setting system has been a 
mean for making rental housing available for households with lower income. Households 
with low incomes also has the possibility to get housing allowance (Boverket 2014a).  
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1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of the thesis is to investigate and analyse an ongoing affordable housing pilot 
project in Frihamnen, Gothenburg, in which inclusionary zoning is used to create mixed-
income housing. Furthermore, the aim is to expand the understanding regarding how the pilot 
project can and will be accomplished in accordance with prevailing conditions. 

1.3 Limitations 
The study will focus on affordable housing rental apartments created through inclusionary 
zoning within market-rate residential developments in Sweden. The case study aims at 
analysing the first stage, RiverCity 2021, in an ongoing affordable housing pilot project in 
Frihamnen, Gothenburg.  

The subject of the thesis is concentrated to development, rent setting and distribution of the 
affordable housing units without deeper investigation of social aspects, such as stigmatization 
and segregation. 

1.4 Research questions 
! How will the development of affordable housing through inclusionary zoning in 

Frihamnen be accomplished? 
! How is the rent set in the affordable housing units in the project of Frihamnen?  
! How will the affordable housing units be distributed? 
! What are the future outlooks for affordable housing of this type in Sweden? 

1.5 Disposition  
Chapter 1 – Introduction 
The first chapter provides an introduction to the thesis, including a brief background on the 
current housing crisis and the Swedish housing system. Purpose, limitations and research 
questions for the thesis are also provided. 
 
Chapter 2 – Method 
The second chapter describes and analyses the chosen research method, including strategy, 
literature review, case study and interviews. Thereafter, reliability of the sources is discussed. 
 
Chapter 3 - Literature review 
The literature review aims to describe and examine previous academic work related to rental 
apartments, affordable housing and inclusionary zoning. 
 
Chapter 4 - Theoretical background 
The fourth chapter provides a theoretical background of the thesis subject. The chapter 
focuses on rent regulation and distribution systems for rental apartments in Sweden today. 
 
Chapter 5 - Case study: Frihamnen, Gothenburg 
The fifth chapter is dedicated to a thorough description of the case study, including the 
Frihamnen area, land allocation requirements and the developers’ business models. 
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Chapter 6 - Results of interviews 
Chapter six presents the results of the conducted interviews regarding their standpoint and 
view of affordable housing, underlining the development project in Frihamnen. 
 
Chapter 7 - Analysis and discussion 
The seventh section provides a thorough analysis and discussion of the outcomes and surfaced 
issues, connecting the interview results with the literature review and theoretical background. 
 
Chapter 8 - Conclusion and further studies 
The eighth and final section of the thesis concludes the findings of the study. Suggestions for 
further research within the subject are also provided. 

 
2 Method 
2.1 Research strategy 
Qualitative research can be performed through several different methods. Two of these are 
qualitative interviewing and analysis of written sources, which both are used in this thesis. A 
combination of the two research methods often results in a variety of collected information 
sources. 

Qualitative research is often conducted through an inductive approach. An inductive approach 
is characterized by first making observations and collecting data and then present theories. A 
study is also considered inductive if an opposite approach is used where a theoretical 
background is first set as a base before analyzing the data (Bryman 2016).  

This study can be regarded as an inductive research study. The legislation concerning housing 
provision and rent regulations together with governmental investigations set the theoretical 
background for the Swedish system. To gain deeper knowledge a literature study concerning 
the Swedish rental housing market, affordable housing and inclusionary zoning is made. The 
knowledge gained from the theoretical background and literature review is then applied when 
the case study of Frihamnen in Gothenburg is conducted. 

2.2 Literature review 
In the initial phase of the project, literature on the area was analyzed to ensure what has 
already been treated by other studies and to gain a theoretical basis. The review included 
scientific articles, theses written by students and researchers, municipal reports together with 
other literature related to the rental housing market, inclusionary zoning and housing policies. 
Both national and international articles and reports concerning affordable housing and 
inclusionary zoning were analyzed to gain theories and policies about the topic. 

2.3 Case study 
A closer investigation of stage 1 in an affordable housing pilot project in Gothenburg 
Frihamnen has been made to gain insight in how it is possible for the project to be performed 
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in Sweden, considering the current legislation. Furthermore, planning documents, reports and 
investigations about the project of Frihamnen are analyzed. 

A case study is a suitable approach to the subject when wishing to gain a deep understanding 
of the research context and its processes (Morris and Wood 1991), and answers to questions 
such as ‘why?’, ‘what?’ and ‘how?´ are advantageously generated through the method. 
Gothenburg Frihamnen is a unique case which has not yet been investigated from this 
perspective, and therefore it justifies the choice of only analyzing this one single case (Yin 
2003). 

A common concern regarding case studies is that they provide no legitimate generalization 
basis (Yin 2003). However, the goal of the study is not to consider Frihamnen as a sample in 
that sense, rather investigating the project to expand existing theories and deepen the 
knowledge about conducting affordable housing. A second concern is that case studies tend to 
take a significantly amount of time to conduct (Yin 2003). This is necessarily not the case, 
and the knowledge of the limited time available conducting this thesis helped not to exceed 
what was a reasonable amount of time. 

2.4 Interviews 

2.4.1 Interview technique 
The interviews that have been performed were of semi-structured character. Before the 
interviews, a template with questions appropriate to the interview person was created. During 
the interview these prepared questions were complemented with additional questions to 
collect all necessary facts depending on the interviewee's position. The choice of interview 
method is motivated by the advantage to modify the questions during the interview if-
necessary.  

One problem that possibly could affect the output is whether interviewees would be available 
and interested in participating. The preparation for the interviews is important and afterwards 
summarizing the findings in order to maximize the information gain. The whole process of 
conducting interviews can become time consuming and therefore the number of participants 
and distance are important to consider (King 2004). 

A qualitative interview can be performed face-to-face or via electronic tools. However, 
advantages and disadvantages of not meeting the interviewee in person should be considered. 
Using email when interviewing works well when building a more prolonged and personal 
relationship with the interviewee is not necessary. A prerequisite for an email interview is 
also that both parties accept email as a good communication tool (Morgan and Symon 2004).  

Since the case of the study is located in another city than the thesis is written it was not 
possible to meet all interviewees in person. Interviews have been performed face-to-face, over 
telephone, email and Skype. Face-to-face, telephone and Skype interviews are preferred over 
email since it is easier to follow up answers right away. It also enables to capture intonations. 
Face-to-face and Skype interviews also enable capturing body language. An email interview 
might take longer to perform due to waiting time between email exchanges. The email has an 
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advantage when it is hard to schedule an appointment. 

Each interviewee was informed that the conversation was recorded and that the interview 
material may be referred to in the thesis. After each conducted interview the answers were 
carefully transcribed. In a first transcription the interviewees were quoted in order to keep the 
statements in their original. After all interviews had been performed the collected information 
were sorted according to content. The interviewees' answers to common issues were analyzed 
and put together to a cohesive text. In cases where one or more of the respondents have 
answered equally the information is presented as one answer. To make reading easier and 
since the interviewees have different relations to the case study, the interviewees are 
mentioned by name when considered relevant.  

2.4.2 Interview persons  
The choice of interviewees was motivated by the aim of collecting information from involved 
actors in the affordable housing project of Frihamnen. Interviews were made with 
Älvstranden Utveckling AB; the company responsible for fulfilling the vision of the project. 
Employees at the development companies that have been given land allocations for rental 
apartments were contacted to gain information about their business models, thoughts on rent 
setting and distribution of the apartments. As a complement to these interviews, in order to 
achieve a broader perspective on the topic, interviews were conducted with the Swedish 
Union of Tenants in Gothenburg, the Swedish Property Federation of Gothenburg and 
professors at the Royal Institute of Technology.  

One representative from each of the four development companies was interviewed and two 
representatives from Älvstranden Utveckling AB. Also, representatives from the Swedish 
Union of Tenants in Gothenburg and the Swedish Property Federation in Gothenburg were 
interviewed. Three of the interviews were performed during a visit to Gothenburg, three were 
performed over phone and one was performed over email because of the distance and 
difficulties in finding an appointment. The two interviews with professors were held in person 
in Stockholm. 

2.5 Reliability of sources 
In the selection of sources, four criteria for source criticism has been taken into consideration; 
age, authenticity, tendency and dependence. The age aspect is important to consider to ensure 
that the information from the source is still accurate. The origin of a source should always be 
confirmed as credible and it should also be established that the source is objective and does 
not have a part in the case. To avoid dependence, information should always be collected 
from primary sources (Thurén 1997). 

In the selection of literary sources, the aspect of time has been considered to the extent of 
choosing literary material that is relevant due to legal changes and current policies. The 
search has aimed to find literature from several authors in order to avoid dependence and to 
build a broad theoretical base for the thesis topic. Studies from abroad have only been 
considered relevant if performed in a country with similarities with Sweden and Swedish 
systems for planning and development. 
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The literary information has been collected from academic literature, governmental- and 
institutional reports and reports published by companies and industry associations. 
Information collected from companies and associations have been included as part of the 
theoretical background. To avoid tendency, information from parties that represent different 
stakeholders has been presented. Company specific information aims at describing the 
company and its intentions in the project Frihamnen. The information gathered through 
interviews with companies aims to describe their view of affordable housing and the project 
of Frihamnen. 

3 Literature review 
3.1 Rental apartments 
Low income households depend on a high supply of housing in relation to demand to find 
housing on reasonable terms (Lind 2016). For people in low-paid occupations in the public 
sector, unemployed, young people and immigrants, a rental apartment is often the way into 
the housing market (Boverket 2013b). According to Hyresgästföreningen (2016) there exist a 
connection between tenure and household income; people with lower incomes live in rental 
apartments to a higher extent. A rental apartment carry a lower financial risk for households 
since it does not require an investment and the rent regulation keeps the rent level from being 
affected by market changes (Hyresgästföreningen 2013a).   

Queues for rental apartments in the current regulated rental market in Sweden are getting 
longer due to today's low supply. Reinforcing this, people living in rental apartments with 
rents significantly below market levels are becoming more reluctant to relinquish them. It all 
results in fewer apartments entering the open market, and therefore also reduces mobility 
(Lind 2016). Additionally, the regulations on the Swedish rental market provides a breeding 
ground for informal rental and black trade due to rent levels that do not reflect the actual 
market-value-(SOU-2015:48,-p.-72). 

The rent setting system has been pointed out as an obstacle for new production of rental 
apartments. A system that allows fewer regulations in setting rent levels would most likely 
generate a higher production of housing. The system of presumption rents was implemented 
in order to encourage new production of rental apartments, but an investigation made by the 
Swedish Property Federation shows that the system has been used in a quite small extent 
among private property owners (Fastighetsägarna 2012).  

Changes in regulations concerning subsidies and taxes have led to inequalities between 
different tenures, making rental apartments more expensive than other tenures to produce 
(Fastighetsägarna et al 2010). Owners of small housing and tenant-ownership apartments is 
supported with a wide range of benefits that make ownership economically attractive, such as 
interest deductibility, tax reduction and grants for repairs, construction and maintenance. This 
does not apply to owners of rental apartment properties (Yates & Whitehead 2001). The 
common opinion among developers and real estate financiers is that the difficulty to attract 
venture capital for new construction developments is higher for rental housing compared to 
tenant-owned homes since today's regulations favors tenant-owned homes (Kalbro et al 
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2009). 

Furthermore, the more housing construction the more risky each additional development 
project will become. The risk of an economic downturn that will impact the rent or sales of 
the units in a development project increases with more construction. This mindset is even 
more prominent regarding rental housing, and private actors will therefore most probably 
build too little in relation to what is needed to reach national housing policy goals (Lind, 
2016). 

3.2 Affordable housing 

3.2.1 Housing affordability 
Housing is a large, inflexible and highly inhomogeneous cost to the consumer; it shows low 
elasticity of supply and high price variance. Both the quality of the dwelling and residential 
community are determined upon what households are able to pay for housing. The 
relationship between housing and income is called housing affordability (Stone 2006). 

Housing affordability determines the standard of living and is central to the society's 
dilemmas of insecurity and inequality. For some households all housing on the market are 
considered to be affordable, for others there might be very few affordable options. Important 
aspects to consider regarding housing affordability is whom it is affordable for, what standard 
of affordability and for how long it will be affordable (Stone 2006). 

3.2.2 Defining affordable housing 
There are several different definitions of the term affordable housing. Even though the 
definitions vary, they commonly describe housing on a price level affordable to households 
with low to moderate incomes. The term can refer to both rental and ownership apartments, 
and how the income criteria are set varies between different countries. As prices on the 
housing market increase a common development is that more households become eligible for 
affordable housing (Lawson and Milligan 2007).  

To present the term affordable housing in a wide perspective, several definitions will be 
presented below.  

A strategy for affordable housing should “promote, produce, and protect appropriate housing 
that is affordable to households who face problems obtaining or sustaining housing in the 
market” (Milligan and Gilmour 2012, p. 58).  

Affordable housing “is shorthand for sub-‐market social rented housing” and can also refer to 
“the intermediate housing market for rent and low-‐cost home ownership models” (Gibb 2011, 
p. 358). 

Affordable housing can be described as housing with “acceptable relationship between 
household income and expenditure on housing costs for housing market participants, 
especially first and low-income home buyers” (Worthington 2012, p. 235). 
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Another description is “Affordable housing is housing that is appropriate for the needs of a 
range of low to moderate income households and priced so that low and moderate incomes 
are able to meet their other essential basic living costs” (NSW Government). 

The affordability of housing becomes more important when the development of income is not 
proportional to the increase of housing prices. Affordable housing is important for a city in 
order to both recruit and retain key workers1 in the public sector (Fingleton 2007). Affordable 
housing policies often aim at attending the needs of both key workers and young 
professionals with middle-incomes (Marom and Carmon 2015). Key workers are essential for 
the economic growth of an area. On a housing market with increasing demand and prices, 
these workers with lower incomes will face more difficulties in competing for housing. The 
development can force these groups to move to areas with a higher supply of affordable 
housing (Monk and Morrison 2006).  

Affordable housing units are meant to be developed for ordinary households that for a long 
period of time have been located in areas of the labor market where incomes are relatively 
low. The probability for an increase of income is therefore considered to be low, and the risk 
of informal rental and black trade of the units is reduced (Lind 2016). 

3.3 Inclusionary zoning - mixed income housing 

Inclusionary zoning, also called incentive zoning or inclusionary housing, is a form of 
affordable housing policy, explicitly intended to create and provide mixed-income housing 
developments (Schuetz and Meltzer 2012, pp. 32-36). The requirement is that a small portion 
of the produced units, usually 10-20 percent, will be set aside for affordable housing in 
market-rate developments. A fairly common alternative to this is for the developer to donate 
land or pay a fee, payment-in-lieu, for providing the same amount of units somewhere else 
(Calavita and Mallach 2010). The term inclusionary zoning can be seen as the municipal 
ambition to favour and encourage the inclusion of affordable housing in the development of 
housing-areas-(Granath-Hansson-2015). 

Inclusionary zoning has its origins in United States in the early 1970s, where it began as a 
reaction against racial segregation. Today the policy is still most common in the United 
States, although similar versions have been implemented in numerous countries around the 
world. It has spread notably in Western Europe, where it has taken on different forms 
reflecting varying social housing policies, land use regulations and role of the public sector 
(Calavita-and-Mallach-2010). 

One way of implementing inclusionary zoning is by integrating low and moderate income 
housing among market-rate units. The intention is to meet the need for low-cost housing due 
to rapidly rising rents and house prices, and in the same time creating mixed-income housing 
to avoid the segregation that might occur when developing clusters of only affordable housing 
(Schuetz-and-Meltzer-2012,-pp.-32-36). 

                                                
1 The British government’s definition of key workers includes among others nurses, teachers and police officers (ODPM 
2004 cited in Monk and Morrison 2006). 
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Compared to traditional public and social housing, inclusionary zoning programs are a 
relatively new form of affordable housing policy, and its structure varies widely both across 
and within countries. The distinguishing feature is that zoning regimes and land-use planning 
are used, rather than subsidies from general tax revenues, to authorize and encourage market-
rate housing developers to produce affordable housing. It is local or regional agencies that 
establish and implement inclusionary zoning programs, whereas in the case of social housing 
it is generally the government. The implementation of inclusionary zoning programs is often a 
subject for negotiation, although the programs may be either mandatory or voluntary. 
 
Inclusionary zoning has also been seen as an implement for governments to recover increases 
in land prices that accrue to developers when they are being granted planning permission. 
This leads to the policy being especially common in metropolitan areas where the housing 
costs are high and during times when the housing market is strong (Schuetz and Meltzer-
2012,-pp.-32-36).  

Implementation of land allocation plans with requirements of affordable housing will most 
likely lead to a reduction of land price compared to developments consisting of tenant-owned 
apartments strictly. The developer will not have the same willingness to pay for the allocated 
land since the profit will be less (Lind 2016). Both the share of below-market price units that 
must be set aside in new developments and the exact income group of the target population 
varies among and within countries. Also, most inclusionary zoning programs allow the 
below-market price units, after a designated period of time, to become market-rate (Schuetz-
and-Meltzer-2012,-pp.-32-36). 

An area of concern with inclusionary zoning policies is the impact they have on tenants of 
market-rate units within the development. Someone has to bear the cost of the below market-
rate units, and some say that the policy shifts the burden on to the market-rate units. However, 
in a cost sensitive housing market, developers will not be able to pass along increases in 
development costs to the tenants. Rents will only be what the market is currently willing to 
pay. The conclusion is that the developers most likely will get a reduced profit margin and 
therefore will have to seek lower cost inputs (Regional Growth Strategy Review 
Backgrounder 2007). 

4 Theoretical background  
4.1 Subsidies for housing construction 
The regulations for competition within the European Union, EU, require permission from the 
EU for a government to provide Services of General Economic Interest (SGEI). This rule 
implies that subsidies for housing construction are not allowed without permission (Boverket 
2013c). 

“SGEI are economic activities which deliver outcomes in the overall public good that would 
not be supplied (or would be supplied under different conditions in terms of quality, safety, 
affordability, equal treatment or universal access) by the market without public intervention.” 
(European-Commission-2011,-p.-3) 
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The most common system for the construction of social housing in Europe is through non-
profit organizations, which in most countries are subsidized. The production is aimed at 
groups of the population with less strong financial ability. The prerequisites for social housing 
in this sense does not exist in Sweden since housing companies act on market-like terms and a 
permission from the EU allowing subsidies does not exist (Göteborgs Stad 2012). 

4.2 Rent regulation in Sweden 

4.2.1 The utility value system and collective negotiations 
The Swedish system for rent setting is a combination of the utility value of an apartment and 
collective negotiations between tenants and landlords for apartments included in a negotiation 
order (Boverket 2014a). The utility value of an apartment is determined by the attributes size, 
degree of modernity, standard, floor plan, location within the building and soundproofing. 
There are other factors that have an impact on the utility value as well; factors connected to 
the actual building such as elevator, laundry room, facility services and parking. Also factors 
not directly connected to the building, such as the distance to public transportation, location 
of the building in the area and the surroundings. The utility value is independent from the 
tenant's individual evaluation of the attributes of the apartment. The utility value is not 
affected by the year of construction, production costs, operating costs and management costs 
(SOU-1966:14,-p.-239).   

The rent levels for apartments are determined through a collective negotiation between a 
landlord and a local tenant association. The associations are usually affiliated to the Swedish 
Union of Tenants. Rent level increases are also negotiated collectively each year. The rent 
level is considered unreasonable if there are no equivalent objects on the market with the 
same rent. A utility value review concerning whether two apartments are comparable or not is 
made by the Regional Rent Tribunal. Initially the comparison objects for all rental apartments 
where part of the public housing. In 2011 changes in the legislation forced municipal housing 
companies to act on market-like terms, at the same time housing owned by private actors also 
were approved as comparison. Apartments used for comparison have to be located in the 
same geographical area. The comparison objects rent must have been collectively negotiated 
between a landlord and a rent association (Boverket 2014a). 

The basis for the utility value system is that rents are supposed to reflect the utility value of 
the apartments and avoid unreasonable rent levels. The security of tenure, the tenant's 
protection against being evicted, is partly created by the current rent setting system since it 
protects the tenant from unreasonable increase of the rent level caused by market changes 
(SOU 1981:77, p. 161). 

4.2.2 Presumption rent  
In 2006, new rent setting regulations were implemented in order to encourage construction of 
rental apartments and to ensure that housing developers can get their costs covered by the rent 
(Prop. 2005:06/80, p. 23). The new regulations did not exclude the opportunity of setting 
rents according to the utility value system.  
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Presumption rent is set for all apartments in a new construction development and is negotiated 
between a local tenants’ association and the landlord. The agreement must have been signed 
before any leasing contracts. The rent level is set according to drawings and investment 
calculations of the future development project made by the landlord. The landlord is allowed 
to demand a rent level that covers the costs and generates a reasonable return. The rent level 
for an individual apartment should cover its own costs (Prop. 2005:06/08, pp. 50-54). 

The presumption rent level is considered reasonable for 15 years and thereafter negotiated 
according to the utility value system. During the 15 years the apartment cannot be used for 
comparison in a utility value review. The rent level is kept at the negotiated level unless the 
rent development in the area motivates a change (Boverket 2014a). This rule can be applied 
as an opportunity to change the rent levels at the same time as the annual collective 
negotiations are made (Hyresgästföreningen 2013b). 

4.2.3 Negotiation between landlord and tenant  
A landlord can set the rent level without a negotiation with a tenants association. This is 
applicable for apartments that are not included in a negotiation order. The landlord negotiates 
the rent level directly with each individual tenant. The tenant still has the right for a utility 
value review by the Regional Rent Tribunal if the tenant considers the rent level as 
unreasonable. If an agreement cannot be made when the landlord wants to raise the rent level, 
the Regional Rent Tribunal must be involved (Boverket 2014a). 

4.3 Distribution systems for rental apartments 

4.3.1 Common distribution systems for rental apartments 
There are no rules or regulations concerning how housing companies should distribute their 
apartments or which criteria a future tenant must fulfill. The only legal requirement is that it 
does not break the law against discrimination. This means that any requirements set for the 
distribution has to apply to everyone who is searching for housing from a specific actor 
(Boverket 2009). There are different methods for distribution of housing. In some 
municipalities there is a municipal housing agency that distributes apartments owned by both 
the municipal housing companies and private actors. The most common is that housing 
agencies only distribute apartments owned by the municipal housing company. In these 
municipalities a presumptive future tenant must contact each landlord (Boverket 2007). 

Three commonly used distribution methods of rental apartments are queueing, first-comes-
first and matching. When the queue method is used, the apartment is given to the person that 
has been registered in the company's queue system first. First-Comes-First means that 
available apartments are announced and the person who applies for one available apartment 
first gets it. Matching means that the apartments are distributed to a person or family that 
fulfills certain criteria that the landlord has set in order to achieve a mixed area. Using several 
different distribution systems contribute to a more fair distribution, at least as long as the 
same group of people is not disadvantaged in all methods. A landlord should present the 
criteria for the distribution of apartments transparently for applicants (Boverket 2009). 
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The queueing method is often considered to be fair since the landlord only choose tenants by 
how long they have been registered in the queue. The queueing method does not consider 
people with an urgent need of finding housing. Therefore the system is seldom applied all the 
way. Those actors who do have a queue system often also have another complementing 
system that gives priority to people with a more urgent need, for instance a family with 
children. Another disadvantage with a queue system is that a tenant might be distributed an 
apartment that does not fulfil the tenant’s needs. Because of this many landlords apply a 
queue system that requires applicants to be active and participate in the distribution. In this 
more active queue future tenants apply for available apartments that fulfill their needs 
(Boverket-2009). 

The system of first-comes-first contributes to an efficient distribution process but requires 
active searching by the future tenant. Therefore the system has a natural disadvantage since 
all people do not have the opportunity to actively search for housing during all hours of the 
day. A positive aspect of the system is that it enables people that have an urgent need for an 
apartment to find one (Boverket 2009).                                  

When matching is applied, personal opinions among the staff choosing tenants can have an 
impact on the distribution. The system is an effective way of creating a mixed area but the 
risk of impact of personal opinions in the selection process might cause discrimination 
(Boverket 2009). 

4.3.2 Common distribution criteria for rental apartments 
There are a few criteria that are most common among landlords in Sweden when choosing a 
future tenant. According to Boverket (2009, p. 22) these criteria are the following:  

! The tenant must have turned 18 years old 
! Certain minimum income 
! The income is continuous 
! Social support is not approved as income 
! Credit safes are made 
! No rent debts 
! Check for payment defaults 
! Positive references from earlier landlords 

The financial ability is a ruling factor to whether a person will be given a lease or not 
(Boverket 2007). Both municipal and private housing companies apply economical 
requirements for the assignment of a lease according to the above (Hem & Hyra 2014). Many 
landlords do not accept short term employment and income support as an income for the 
assignment of a lease. The requirements vary between different landlords and both between 
and within cities. It is often easier for people with weak financial ability or payment defaults 
to be assigned a lease in cities without housing shortage or housing crises. Other factors that 
may have an impact on the chance of getting a lease are knowledge about the internet and 
access to a computer, lingual difficulties and unemployment (Boverket 2013b). 
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A municipal support that exists today is municipal rental guarantee. This is an economical 
guarantee that works as a security for property owners. The municipality guarantees the rent 
payments of a tenant that can afford the lease but does not fulfill the criterias of getting one, 
for instance not having a permanent employment (Boverket 2014b). 

4.3.3 Discrimination  
According to the law against discrimination, there can be no special treatment connected to 
gender, ethnical and religious background, disabilities or sexual orientation. Requirements are 
not allowed to be formulated in a neutral sense that in practice disadvantages some people in 
the distribution of housing. Notably it has been observed that discrimination on the housing 
market sometimes occur without intention. The discrimination can be observed in the 
selection of tenants where applicants are treated differently or given different advice and 
service due to their origin. Discrimination has also been observed when different distribution 
methods are applied. It is often young people and immigrants that are subject to 
discrimination because of low incomes, lingual difficulties or lack of references (Boverket 
2007). 

Financial ability is not one of the reasons to direct discrimination according to the law against 
discrimination. However, minimum economical criteria that housing companies apply could 
be argument for discrimination on the housing market. Because of high income criteria, 
households that could afford the rent are excluded from the market. The fact that different 
supports do not qualify as an approved income by some property owners could also be a case 
of discrimination (Annadotter and Blomé 2015).  

A rental policy of landlords against supports as an approved income could be argued to 
counteract with the governmental purpose of having supports. Regulations against income 
support as an approved income could in some cases be necessary for a shorter time. This 
could be the case for municipalities with a high immigration rate of people with income 
support. The immigration can have a negative economic impact on the municipality, and high 
immigration to specific areas can also lead to other groups moving away. In a municipality 
where the responsibility for households with income support is more equal among private and 
municipal landlords the risk for this type of development is smaller, why income support 
should be accepted in rental policies (Annadotter and Blomé 2015). 

4.6 Boplats - The housing agency in Gothenburg 
Boplats is an online marketplace in Gothenburg where both municipal and private landlords 
advertise available apartments. Potential tenants can apply for available apartments through 
the website. The agency charges a fee of 100 Swedish krona for the service. For all 
apartments that are advertised the landlord must present the criteria for distribution (Boplats 
b). At the end of year 2015 there were 165,266 people registered in the queue out of which 
more than 27,000 had a queuing time of five years. During the year Boplats announced 7 832 
apartments and the average number of days collected were 1 492 (Boplats a). 
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4.4 Exchange of apartments 
According to the Swedish Rental Act, the tenant may assign the lease to his dwelling to make 
an exchange to a different residence if the Regional Rent Tribunal authorizes the transfer. The 
act is directed only towards tenants having leasehold, and two or more tenants can be part of 
the exchange. Authorization shall be provided if the tenant has notable reasons for the 
exchange and it can take place without significant inconvenience to the landlord. There 
cannot be other specific reasons against the exchange and the permission can be conditional 
(SFS 1970:994, Chap. 12, s. 35). 

4.5 Legal definition of land allocation  
A land allocation is a right for a developer to alone negotiate with the municipality for 
development on a certain piece of land, owned by the municipality, within a certain time 
frame. A municipality must have a policy for the requirements and objectives of land 
allocations. When a developer is given the land allocation, an agreement is made concerning 
the criteria that the developer has accepted for the land allocation (SFS 2014:899). The 
assignment of a land allocation is usually made through a comparison between different 
developers or directly without comparison (Caesar 2016). An assignment through comparison 
can be made through a price or concept competition or a combination of both (Granath 2015). 

5 Case study: Frihamnen, Gothenburg 
5.1 Introduction to RiverCity 
Gothenburg is a growing city with central parts that, in the near future, will be linked together 
over the river and become a twice as large and accessible city center. The project is called 
RiverCity and is the largest urban development project in the Nordic countries, with a total of 
five million available square meters.  

The vision for the RiverCity Gothenburg is to create a livable and attractive city from an 
ecological, economic and social sustainable perspective. 30,000 new homes and 40,000 jobs 
will be created in the regional center by 2021, and thereafter the future plan is a strong further 
development. The municipal urban development company Älvstranden Utveckling AB has 
the mission to realize the vision of RiverCity (Älvstranden Utveckling AB 2012). 
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Today Gothenburg has a growing segregation and are facing significant socioeconomically 
challenges. The disparity between different areas in Gothenburg is substantial. This is due to 
socioeconomic factors such as low levels of education and high unemployment coincides 
geographically with social factors, such as poor health and low levels of civil participation. 

Part of the vision for 
RiverCity is to integrate the 
city across the river and 
counteract the prevailing 
segregation and geographic 
divisions. The desire is to 
”create a city with a wide 
variety of places, 
architecture, homes and the 
room for people to express 
themselves in socially and 
culturally diverse ways”. 
The promoting of a socially 
diverse population will be 
achieved through a wide 
range of tenures and sizes of 
housing (Älvstranden 
Utveckling AB 2012). 

 
Figure 1. Picture illustrating the area of RiverCity Gothenburg area (Älvstranden Utveckling AB 2012). 

5.2 Frihamnen 
The first phase of the RiverCity that will be completed is called “RiverCity 2021” and 
includes parts of Frihamnen and Ringön, see figure 2. The completion will coincide with 
Gothenburg's 400th anniversary in 2021 (Älvstranden Utveckling AB 2012).  

Frihamnen, with its location, is considered to be one of the key areas of the development 
project RiverCity. The area is today largely unused and especially lacks housing construction, 
but the future idea is that 15,000 people will live and work there. Frihamnen will develop 
gradually over a relatively long period of time, and successively connect the north and south 
river bank and become a dense and vibrant inner city. By the year 2021 the first phase 
including 1000 homes and jobs will be completed together with a large-scale green area, 
Jubileumsparken, adjacent to the water.  
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Frihamnen can be seen as a test-bed for socially sustainable housing. The area will become a 
dense and attractive neighborhood, including socially mixed housing with different tenures, 
sizes and pricing. The ambition is that Frihamnen will become socially integrated and will be 

able to attract people with differing 
backgrounds and expectations. How to 
achieve this is currently being investigated 
and is an important implementation issue 
in the further process.  

To create a cohesive city, Frihamnen will 
have to become a place where people with 
different social, cultural and economic 
conditions can live. Various forms of 
tenure, price range, sizes, design and 
location are attributes that influence if the 
housing supply can support different 
groups to be able to live there. There will 
be a challenge for the city to hold on to the 
qualitative values together with weighing 
the inhabitants´ needs against pure 
economic interests (Göteborgs Stad 2015). 

Figure 2. Picture illustrating Frihamnen, stage 1 of RiverCity (Palmblad Gröön 2016). 

5.3 Älvstranden Utveckling AB 
Älvstranden Utveckling AB is a municipally owned company in Gothenburg. The 
municipality's aim is to develop and implement the vision of RiverCity through Älvstranden 
Utveckling AB. The company has a coordinating role in the project and is responsible for the 
development process to be efficient and sustainable from an economic, social and ecological 
aspect (Älvstranden Utveckling AB 2013). 

5.4 Land allocation policy of Gothenburg 
One of the primary objectives of the land allocation policy of Gothenburg is to achieve 
diversity in housing with a large variation in tenure, sizes and prices. These are important 
factors for the accomplishment of a mixed city that the municipality is aiming for. As a 
requirement for a land allocation, the municipality might demand developers to construct a 
certain amount of housing to households with certain needs and spaces for care of children 
and elderly people. The developers must have good financial stability and results from earlier 
projects. The market competition is an important factor to keep prices on an acceptable level 
(Göteborgs Stad 2014a). 

Land allocations can be assigned either direct or through a competition. The direct allocation 
is usually only used for certain projects that might have a need of specialization. In a 
competition, developers who are interested can apply for the land allocation. All applications 
are always compared to the land allocation policy and certain criterias for the project, and the 
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price of the land is always set according to the market value. The land allocations allow the 
developer to keep the land for two years; if the developer does not start within this time frame 
or is not showing interest in doing so, the land allocation can be passed on to another actor. 
(Göteborgs Stad 2014c). 

5.5 Frihamnen - Land allocations 
The area of Frihamnen is considered to be an attractive location in Gothenburg, both central 
and close to the water. Considering that land allocation restrictions often are limited to 
attractive areas where the initial value of the land is fairly high (Lind 2016), Frihamnen is an 
excellent location for construction of affordable housing (Palmblad Gröön 2016). 

According to Älvstranden Utveckling AB, the land allocation process has an important role in 
fulfilling the vision of socially mixed housing in the area. Preference was given to operators 
able to build a modern city with a mixed expression and content. There is a need for allowing 
a mix of developers to participate, both large and small, and a need for testing various forms 
of constructions (Göteborgs Stad 2015). 

Älvstranden Utveckling AB together with the Property Management Department has, 
according to the land allocation policy of Gothenburg, developed and completed the land 
allocation for Frihamnen. A land use competition was held, and the selection of developers 
was made from general evaluation criteria from the land allocation policy of Gothenburg 
together with more project specific needs. Representatives from Älvstranden Utveckling AB, 
the Property Management Department, the Department of City Planning, Business Region 
Gothenburg and external actors have been included in both the evaluation and preparation 
team. Quoting Älvstranden Utveckling AB's proposal for land allocation for Frihamnen, the 
following evaluation criteria was taken into account: 

General evaluation criteria: 
! Diversity in living 
! Social sustainability and social commitments 
! Ecological sustainability 
! Competition and diversity in the market 
! The developers economic prospects and stability 

 
Project specific evaluation criteria: 

! Content and variety - criteria that help to meet the objectives of a dense and diverse 
city with socially mixed housing 

! The team - skills, reference projects and interpersonal skills that contribute to the big 
picture 

! Innovative concepts/ideas that contribute to reaching the vision 
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Selection principles: 
! The general evaluation criteria must be met 
! The developers ability to contribute to the project-specific requirements being 

achieved 
! Diversity is to be achieved and all criteria must be covered - which requires several 

developers that complement each other. The composition of the team is based on how 
well the prospective members of the consortium jointly respond to the targeted 
objective - with specific focus on the dense and mixed inner city and socially mixed 
housing 

 
Categories for a well composed team: 

! 1-2 major actors - volume, sustainability, economic stability, mix and density, delivery 
according to target objectives for rents and property management knowledge. Both 
homes and businesses 

! Medium size residential developers: 1-3 actors - volume, sustainability and delivery 
according to target objectives for rents. Have experience of client interaction and be 
creative/innovative 

! Small size residential developers: 1-3 actors - creativity, innovation and the small 
developers perspective 

! Mobility: one actor - the co-usage of parking solutions 
! The ground floors: 1-2 actors - trade in the ground floor and through 3D properties 

take better grasp on entire neighborhoods/streets 
! Business, office: 1-2 actors - volume and continuity in the development of business 

operators. It should be a professional developer with extensive experience in building 
and renting out business premises 

 
Land allocation has been given to the following actors in the aspect of developing rental 
apartments: 

! Förvaltnings AB Framtiden and Göteborgslokaler (40,000 sqm GFA2, rental) 
! Rikshem AB (40,000 sqm GFA, rental) 
! Botrygg Göteborg AB (20,000 sqm GFA, rental) 
! Magnolia Bostad AB (10,000 sqm GFA, rental) 

A total of 64 applications from developers were submitted to the land use competition. Eight 
developers was carefully selected and given land allocation, out of which six will develop 
residential construction and four will develop rental apartments including affordable housing 
units. The four chosen developers for rental apartments were the only ones that met the 
requirements for rental apartments in the land allocations (Göteborgs Stad 2014d). 

During the development of the vision for Frihamnen there were few who believed in actually 
building affordable housing since there seemed to be few incentives. Courage and 
determination of the developers is highlighted; they are taking a significant risk of 

                                                
2 GFA= Gross Floor Area 
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considerable low returns in these residential projects. However, they are gaining market 
shares if they accomplish to develop affordable housing without compromising quality 
(Älvstranden Utveckling AB 2015c). 

5.6 Consortium 
The selected companies have together formed a consortium for the implementation of 
Frihamnen. The consortium is regulated by a cooperation agreement and a consortium 
agreement. The work will be led by a representative from Älvstranden Utveckling AB and 
performed in a team with one representative from each company. The companies are: 
Rikshem AB, Hauschild & Siegel Architecture, Magnolia Bostad AB, Botrygg Göteborg AB, 
Förvaltnings AB Framtiden/GöteborgsLokaler, JR Kvartersfastigheter, Parkeringsbolaget AB 
and NCC. 

The budget for the consortium was mutually determined and distributed among the members. 
Resources in the form of administrator, digital support and communicator are financed jointly 
by the consortium. A steering committee chaired by the department of city planning was also 
formed, where issues and decisions can be raised if necessary. Costs for working hours of the 
members and steering committee are not included in the budget (Älvstranden Utveckling AB 
2015b). 

During the first two years the consortium's main focus will be the planning process of 
Frihamnen, creating conditions for a final detailed plan with estimated start of construction in 
2017. The work includes investigations regarding land, transport, trade etc. and to conduct an 
architectural competition together with an organization of the city of Gothenburg. 
Furthermore, the work tasks for the consortium include preparing the project's economic 
conditions, creating commercial opportunities and developing an exploitation calculation 
(Göteborgs Stad 2014b). 

5.7 Workshops 
The detailed plan for Frihamnen Stage 1 began during the spring 2015 through a workshop 
series in three parts. It was an open process with participants from the construction 
consortium, City of Gothenburg, Älvstanden Utveckling AB and the public. The process with 
workshops was chosen because of the requirement of a high degree of innovation.  

The aim of the workshops was to involve and create consensus among the different actors in 
an early stage of the process. Also to create a common vision and structure which form a 
basis for the future detailed plan. Furthermore, a manifest was produced with the intention to 
be of guidance for the further development and expansion of the Frihamnen area until 2021. 
The manifest can be seen as a living document that will be continuously developed and 
adjusted along the way (Älvstranden Utveckling AB 2015a). 
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5.8 Strategy and objectives for development of rental apartments in 
Frihamnen stage 1, RiverCity 2021 
In Frihamnen stage 1, the land allocation states that 500 rental apartments with a guaranteed 
low rent for at least 15 years will be developed. The rent will be around 5000 Swedish krona 
for a 60 sqm apartment, which will open up for a more socially mixed housing. The selected 
developers has a strong social focus and are willing to meet needs that few others has tried to 
reach before (Älvstranden Utveckling AB 2015c). 

The target rent levels for an average 70 sqm apartment are: 

! 25% - 1000 SEK/sqm/year 
! 25% - 1400 SEK/sqm/year 
! 25% - 1850 SEK/sqm/year 
! 25% - Optional 

To follow the vision of Älvstaden and provide for everyone to be able to live there, rent levels 
are a major concern. Current high rent levels in newly constructed apartments excludes a 
majority of households. With today's existing incomes, legislations and housing support, the 
rent must be as low as 1000 SEK/sqm/year, which is extremely difficult for the developers to 
produce. Therefore other alternatives have to be considered to subsidize the rental apartments.  

In order to achieve an acceptable overall project economics, various business models with 
different forms of tenure and/or business premises will help to subsidize the low rents levels. 
3D-property formation may also be relevant to carry out the project. A requirement is that 
rental units will not be able to convert into tenant owned apartments (Älvstranden Utveckling 
A 2015b). 

According to the Land Code a 3D property is delimited both horizontally and vertically (SFS 
1970:994, Chap. 1, s. 1a.). The formation of 3D properties enables development of units that 
have separate owners and use within a building. It is possible for a property owner to sell a 
part of the property to another owner in order to finance the development of the building. 
Through creating 3D properties within a building for commercial spaces, specialized actors 
can manage the spaces and maximize the use and revenues of these (Prop. 2002/03:116, p. 
59). 

5.9 Business models as tool for implementation of Frihamnen 

5.9.1 Business models 
Business models are ”stories that explain how enterprises work” (Magretta 2002, p. 87). 
According to Drucker (1994) a business model should respond to the four following 
questions: 

! Who are the customers? 
! What do the customers evaluate? 
! How is the company going to make its earnings? 
! How can the company deliver values to the customers to a reasonable cost? 
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The process of creating a business model requires both experience and experimentation and 
often requires learning over time. A business model can reveal why some companies succeed 
and make a company more competitive. There are several different types of business models 
(McGrath 2010). Cross-subsidization is a business model in which a profit generating product 
cover the loss from a below market priced product (Businessdictionary 2016).  

5.9.2 Business model - Botrygg Göteborg AB 
Botrygg Göteborg AB develop and manage both housing and public utilities. In the housing 
production the company provide private ownership and both tenant-owned and rental 
apartments. The company focuses on developing housing of good quality to a low production 
cost. The production is concentrated to regions with high growth (Botrygg AB 2016b). For 
sustainability, solid base constructions together with environmental friendly materials are 
chosen in the production. Furthermore, the company aims at producing residential housing to 
a wide range of future homeowners. In the company's social responsibility supporting culture- 
and sports associations, employment for young people and students are included (Botrygg 
2016a). 
 
Botrygg Göteborg AB only construct for own purposes and have resources for all parts of the 
construction process. This in combination with a developed program for lower construction 
costs enables the company to produce housing to a low cost. In the project of Frihamnen, part 
of the strategy for succeeding with the lowest rent level is also to obtain large land allocations 
and through a continuous production keep the costs low. Part of the revenues from the sales of 
tenant-owned apartments will be reinvested in the rental apartments. All apartments will have 
the same level of quality. The company has a concept of multifunctional houses which means 
that the building have different spaces that enables a variety of activities such as cafés, stores 
and pre-schools contributing to the mix and lower costs. The tenant’s having the lowest rent 
level will have to arrange parking themselves which will also lower the rent level (Botrygg 
Göteborg AB 2014).   

5.9.3 Business model - Förvaltnings AB Framtiden 
Förvaltnings AB Framtiden is a municipal housing company owned by the City of 
Gothenburg. According to the owner directives, the company should act for Gothenburg to 
become a stronger regional city and for a further development of the city overall. The 
business idea for the company is to develop and offer good quality housing for different types 
of consumers. Occupants should be given influence in their housing and possibility to develop 
their welfare. Förvaltnings AB Framtiden strives to act in a sustainable way with a holistic 
approach. Further, integration and improved social situation are important parts in this 
(Förvaltnings AB Framtiden 2015).  

In the project of Frihamnen Förvaltnings AB Framtiden aims for a development process that 
enables continuity in both production and later management. The company can contribute 
with a variety of housing that opens up the area for households with different financial 
abilities. The wide variety involves different housing forms, sizes of apartments and 
differentiated rents (Förvaltnings AB Framtiden 2014). 
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5.9.4 Business model - Magnolia Bostad AB 
Magnolia Bostad AB is a developer of both housing and hotels. Within housing the company 
develop both tenant-owned and rental apartments. The company mainly focus on investing in 
growth areas in good locations with good communications; the company’s approach is not to 
take on big risks and to ensure possible future incomes before starting a project. The company 
strives for long term relations with both external and internal parties. Projects are always run 
in house to ensure the quality of the output and to provide customers with demanded products 
(Magnolia Bostad AB 2015). In the project of Frihamnen, Magnolia Bostad AB aims to create 
a business model with a good total economy for the project. The company supports the idea of 
multi-functional buildings and blocks as a tool for a mixed city (Magnolia Bostad AB 2014).  

5.9.5 Business model - Rikshem AB 
Rikshem AB is a privately owned real estate company that owns, manages and develops both 
residential and public property. One of the proliferating characteristics of the company is the 
long-term perspective in its operation in growth regions in Sweden. The long-term 
perspective is interwoven into all aspects of social, environmental and economic operations. 
In areas where the company operates the work is aimed to improve the social situation for 
both older and younger citizens. In renovation and construction projects, environmental 
efforts through energy-efficiency measures, recycling and reuse of materials is widely applied 
(Rikshem AB 2015). 

Rikshem AB will construct apartments of equal standard. By constructing smaller and surface 
efficient apartments the rent level can be kept on a lower level. To reach the criteria for rent 
levels the business model will involve a redistribution of incomes between the different 
tenures. Part of the revenues from the sales of tenant-owned apartments will be reinvested in 
the rental apartments. Another prerequisite is an efficient production process and that the 
production costs are kept on a low level. The company is convinced that 3D properties will 
contribute to a wide variety of different operations necessary for a mixed city (Rikshem AB 
2014).  

6 Results of interviews 
6.1 How will the development of affordable housing through inclusionary 
zoning in Frihamnen be accomplished? 

6.1.1 Incentives for participating in the development project in Frihamnen 
Gothenburg is just like Stockholm and other European cities in a situation of strong 
segregation and housing shortage. Älvstranden Utveckling AB has therefore come to realize 
that the Älvstaden vision of mixed-income housing will play a significant role in the future of 
the city in breaking the negative segregation patterns. The thought of an integrated and 
including society is an incentive for all of the chosen developers.  

However, Älvstranden Utveckling AB means that the problem with new construction in 
attractive areas is that the tenant-ownership apartment often is not accessible to households 
with lower incomes, and new construction of rental apartments nowadays are so expensive 
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that large segments of Gothenburg's inhabitants are excluded. There is no existing housing in 
the Frihamnen area to work with, which makes it even more important to make the new 
construction available for everyone. Furthermore, it is not only a matter of participating in 
improving the city of Gothenburg; it is also a matter of basic demand and supply. 

Älvstranden Utveckling AB means further that rental apartments in themselves, although 
expensive, are specifically positive in new construction areas in the sense that they are less 
sensitive to economic cycles. This compared to tenant-ownership apartments where the time 
for release is crucial and it might become a waiting game. With interspersed affordable 
housing units with differentiated rents included in rental apartment developments the 
sensitivity will become even less, and therefore the risk for the developers decreases. 

According to Göran Cars there may be two reasons for why developers want to participate in 
the Frihamnen project, despite the involvement of affordable housing. Firstly the area is 
extremely attractive; there will be no problem in making calculations add up since only a 
small part of the development will be affordable housing units. Secondly, the participants will 
get a competitive advantage if they quickly can find a concept that works. Development 
companies are always interested in finding new concepts and above all they are sensitive to 
trends. This despite the knowledge of that the overall income will become slightly less due to 
the affordable housing units. 

The developers all see Frihamnen as an exciting and unique test arena where new systems can 
be tested, which is an incentive to participate. No one is certain that their idea will be the 
winning concept, but it is a perfect chance to get it tested, and that is what real estate 
development is all about. To find a new development system is crucial if the companies want 
to stay competitive. Furthermore, Magnus Jälminger fråm Rikshem believes that winning one 
of the first land allocations results in a high chance to get further trust in development of the 
next phases. 

The Swedish Union of Tenants in Gothenburg finds that the area around Frihamnen is 
extremely attractive to developers which facilitate the project; private actors want to build 
where they expect the highest return. The affordable housing units are just a small part of the 
whole development. 

Hans Lind means that there also exists a different incentive for the Frihamnen project; the 
City of Gothenburg has figured out that the amount of money they spend on providing 
housing for different groups, including hotels, hostels and expensive private actors, rather can 
be spent on new housing construction. The development is therefore not only benevolence 
towards low-income or less fortunate households, but also a need for a cheaper solution since 
the situation is unsustainable.  

6.1.2 The developers´ business models 
According to Älvstranden Utveckling AB, creative business models were demanded through 
the land allocations in Frihamnen, and there can be drawbacks in that they may come to differ 
too much. However, there can also be advantages; the more differences the more evaluation 
and comparison can be made between the models. Some of the developers had a more or less 
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completed model from start, while others have been more tentative. Älvstranden Utveckling 
AB means further that the whole idea with the consortium is the interaction and discussion 
between members. The fact that some developers have changed their business model over 
time shows openness among the actors and proves that it is a work in progress. Also, from the 
beginning the members did not know exactly where in Frihamnen they would build. 

Älvstranden Utveckling AB chose to put both tenant-ownership apartments and rental 
apartments in the land allocations. This encourages the developers to work with different 
tools, such as cross-subsidization between tenures. Parts of the incomes or profits from the 
tenant-ownership apartments are used to support the affordable housing units. According to 
Älvstranden Utveckling AB, the conclusion is that the financial part in the business models 
adds up for all developers but that the profit margin is very small. They believe that the rather 
large volumes hopefully will allow the consortium to work with joint procurement and 
purchasing. Furthermore, the long-term approach among the developers is highly valued and 
was a prerequisite for getting a land allocation. They are aware of the low return of the 
project, and the willingness and ambition to build for a socially sustainable future overcomes 
this. 

Clas Hjorth from Magnolia believes there were three things that was crucial in that they won 
one of the land allocations; they are known for building high quality and efficient apartments 
which means the units can be slightly smaller and the total rent therefore by definition 
becomes less. Secondly they have developed a satisfactory business model where they can 
ensure social mixed housing, and finally they also offered a hotel product. 

Kristina Hulterström believes that Förvaltnings AB Framtiden won a land allocation due to 
the fact that they are a long-term actor, with good economy and are known to deliver what’s 
been said. They introduced a new approach regarding a possible business model to meet the 
project goals. The vision is to work as similar as possible to how they usually do, to be able to 
achieve a sustainable model. However, Förvaltnings AB Framtiden also believes a main 
reason for them to win a land allocation was because Älvstranden Utveckling AB wanted a 
mix of public housing and private actors in the project. 

According to Magnus Jälminger at Rikshem, they have the goal to take the position as the 
national public housing in Sweden, which means they rarely compete for land allocations. 
The Frihamnen land allocation competition on the other hand was too interesting for the 
company to not participate in. Rikshem strongly believes in mixed-income housing 
developments and are naturally committed to the issue of less expensive accommodations. 
The company’s roots, according to Rikshem, make it quite clear what they are striving for, 
their mentality is nothing new. 

Joachim Arcari from Botrygg Göteborg AB on the other hand simply believes that they won 
one of the land allocations because that they was one of few actors who actually were able to 
present a complete model. 
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6.2 How is the rent set in the affordable housing units in the project of 
Frihamnen? 

6.2.1 Preparation of the target rent levels 
According to Älvstranden Utveckling AB the rent levels are set in accordance with the 
directives in the vision of RiverCity. Part of achieving the aim of a mixed city involves a 
variation of rent levels that enables a mix of tenants. To determine the target rent levels, the 
financial ability of various family examples with a fair standard of living have been studied. 
The lowest rent level is decided based on a family with a single assistant nurse with two 
children and shared custody. The family’s income consists of salary, child allowance and 
maintenance support.  

6.2.2 The different business models  
The interviews indicate that the actors involved in construction of rental apartments have 
mainly chosen one of two different ways of achieving the two lowest rent levels, here referred 
to as model A and model B.  

 

Figure 3. Picture illustrating the two methods for rent setting. Model A to the left and model B to the right 
(Älvstranden Utveckling AB). 

In model A, which is represented by the house to the left in figure 3, the actor will enable the 
different rent levels by differentiating the quality and rent setting within the building. As an 
example, an apartment located at the top of the building will have a different rent level than 
an apartment located lower in the building. In model B, represented by the picture to the right 
in figure 3, a surplus is created through efficiency which is used to subsidize the rents through 
private discounts. All apartments are constructed with equal qualities and some households 
receive discounts. In this model, it will be harder to distinguish which apartments that have a 
certain rent level. The discount works as a private housing allowance. The rent setting can be 
explained as a reversed presumption rent. So far presumption rent has been used among 
property owners to set rent levels above the utility value. The reversed presumption rent 
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means that a lower rent level is set below the utility value for a time-period of 15 years. 

6.2.3 The respondents' comments on the rent setting 
The strategy of Botrygg Göteborg AB involves lower rate of return and amortization of the 
loans for the rental apartments with profits from the tenant-owned apartments. By 
constructing large volumes it is possible to lower the costs of production. The apartments are 
smaller and space efficient which also contributes to a lower rent level. The rent levels of the 
apartments will be differentiated according to location within the building and equipment in 
the apartments. For the lowest rent level the apartments will not be provided with parking 
spaces since these are often subsidized through rent. The free rent level will be set on a level 
corresponding to an upper middle class and contributes to achieving a total average rent level 
of 1600 SEK/sqm.  

The model of Förvaltnings AB Framtiden is still a work in progress but the current plan is that 
the rent levels will be differentiated as much as possible depending on different qualities just 
as according to the utility value system. The aim is to maximize the differentiation and then 
add private discounts when the differentiation is not enough to reach the target rent levels. 
The tenant-owned apartments and rental apartments will be kept apart in the model and not 
subsidize one another. The apartments with the free rent level will have a higher standard 
which motivates a higher rent level. The higher rent levels subsidize the lower rent levels. To 
achieve and maintain the social mix the shares of the different rent levels will be kept during 
the 15 years. If a tenant who has rented an apartment of the 1000 SEK/sqm share moves out 
and a tenant that fulfills the criteria of an 1850 SEK/sqm apartment move in, a tenant that 
moves in the next time must fulfill the criteria of a 1000 SEK/sqm apartment. The shares 
might differ over the years and some shares might become higher than others but the intention 
is always to keep the shares equal.    

Magnolia Bostad AB’s strategy is to produce efficient apartments in a large scale which 
pushes down the price. The quality will be kept the same and the rent levels will be achieved 
by giving private discounts to the tenants depending on the income of the household. The free 
rent level will be set according to market conditions. The company is planning to follow-up 
the incomes of the households every five years. For those who have had an increase in 
income, to a level above a set maximum income criteria, the rent level will be gradually 
increased over a three year period of time.   

In the model of Rikshem AB all apartments will be constructed with the same standard and 
have the same rent level. In order to reach the target rent levels they will provide the tenants 
with discounts to reach the agreed rent levels. The apartments will be allocated on different 
places within a building and it will not be possible to see which apartments that have a certain 
rent level. During the 15 years the discount will be adjusted if the households´ income 
increases. If a discount is decreased for one household it opens the possibility for another to 
receive the discount. The aim is to maximize the use of the surplus from a total perspective. 
The free rent will be set according to market conditions. According to Jälminger the low rent 
levels are a step in the direction of creating possibilities for households with lower incomes 
but it is still a high rent level for some households. 
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According to Pedram Kouchakpour at the Swedish Union of Tenants in Gothenburg it is 
possible to construct apartments to the lowest rent level and set a presumption rent according 
to the costs of production. It would not be possible to achieve the lowest rent level based on 
the apartments´ utility value since the rent level would not cover the production cost. A 
presumption rent is dependent on the costs of production while this is not the case with the 
utility value. The utility value reflects the perceived quality not the built quality. If all 
apartments are constructed with equal perceived quality, the private discounts become 
necessary to achieve different rent levels. 

Kouchakpour explains that it is possible to differentiate according to the qualities to a large 
extent by finding different factors that affect the utility value differently. Factors such as 
material, balcony and view have an impact on the utility value. The cost of production for 
some factors might be the same but the utility value differs. When the differentiation is not 
enough to reach a certain rent level presumption rent can be used. It might not be possible to 
achieve the lowest rent level and rent levels above 1800 SEK/sqm/year by only 
differentiating. According to Kouchakpour the physical differences between the apartments 
should not be an issue in the facility management. It is very common that differences exist in 
the existing stock as well due to renovations when vacancies occur.   

The Swedish Union of Tenants in Gothenburg does not see a problem to way it would not be 
possible to have a lower presumption rent than the apartments´ utility value. The presumption 
rent guarantees that both the lower and higher rent levels will not be used as comparative 
apartments in the utility value system so they won't affect rent levels of other apartments 
within the existing stock. A concern among property owners for a lowering effect on rent 
levels is not motivated because of the presumption rent system. 

The Swedish Property Federation does not believe that a method that means that apartments 
are subsidized to a rent level below the utility value instead of the tenants is a good method to 
achieve a social mix. According to the law, apartments that are equal should have the same 
rent level. If a tenant is given a private discount or a housing allowance because of difficulties 
in paying a rent level according to the utility value it could be considered more reasonable. 
This in comparison to a system where you have an apartment with low rent level and no 
concern is taken to if the financial situation of the household is improved during the lease. 
This could lead to a tenant living in an apartment without an actual need of a subsidized rent. 
This is an important factor to consider in a model for affordable housing. 

Another aspect that The Swedish Property Federation raises a concern for is that the 
responsibility of supporting financially weaker households is put on the property owners or 
perhaps indirectly on the neighbors. The support should be provided publicly and the current 
systems with housing allowances to the household should be improved. Ljunggren also 
questions the fact that the politicians determine the rent levels since according to the current 
legislation this should be a negotiation between tenants and landlords. 

The Swedish Property Federation does not think it is possible to achieve the lower rent levels 
by only differentiating according to the quality. To produce apartments with different 
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standard with the intention for them to be perceived as lower is not motivated from a long 
term facility management perspective. If the cost for production is almost the same it is hard 
to see why a property owner would chose a lower quality only to create a fictitious value. A 
model with private discounts to tenants is more probable to be realized than one with only 
differentiation. The intention with the presumption rent was that property owners could 
ensure to cover their investment when the utility value system could not cover these and the 
interest for investing in rental properties was low.   

6.2.4 The development of rent levels after 15 years  
According to the respondents the rent levels after 15 years will be gradually increased over a 
five-year period of time. Botrygg Göteborg AB believe that the change to utility value rent 
will probably be offset partly by inflation. The lowest level might increase by 400 SEK/sqm 
while the highest might decrease by 400 SEK/sqm during five years.  

Some of the respondents have indicated that a lot can happen during fifteen years and the 
market situation will be different from today. One scenario could be a situation where the 
supply has increased to a level that does not make the change to market rate so big. Another 
scenario could be that there are more apartments available close to the city which means that 
the tenant can find another affordable apartment nearby.  

The Swedish Property Federation argues that even if the apartments are differentiated 
according to quality the change to a rent based on the utility value can become difficult. The 
rent level might increase a lot and the question is then, who will be responsible for a 
potentially big change of a rent level? If it is a big increase the time for a gradual increase 
might have to be very long for a household to be able to handle the change. It is problematic 
and the long term perspective must be considered. 

Kouchakpour expresses that if all apartments are constructed with equal perceived quality, the 
change in rent level after 15 years when negotiated according to the utility value system, 
might become larger. This could have both negative and positive effects on the households 
living in the apartments. Some of the rent levels might be raised and some lowered. By 
differentiating now, these effects can be decreased but not entirely excluded. 

6.3 How will the affordable housing units be distributed? 

6.3.1 Criteria for the target group and distribution method 
There are currently several questions still unanswered concerning social mixed housing. This 
involves questions concerning; who will get the apartments, how do you do with the black 
market trade, what are the criteria for distribution, exchange, queuing, internal queue or not. 

Älvstranden Utveckling AB explains the intention is to use the housing agency Boplats for 
the distribution of apartments. Usually municipal housing companies distribute the apartments 
according to the queuing time through Boplats. Private companies can chose which criteria 
they will set. Förvaltnings AB Framtiden also intends to distribute apartments through their 
internal queue for changing apartment. Many of the current tenants are eligible for the 
apartments that will be constructed in Frihamnen.   
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Älvstranden Utveckling AB explains that the queue at Boplats has been studied in the process 
for setting criteria for the distribution. The result show that waiting time in the queue 
correlates with high incomes; if the apartments were to be distributed, according only to 
waiting time, they would probably be assigned to people with higher incomes. This would 
mean that the whole point of getting a social mix and decreased segregation would fail. Thus 
to achieve the social mix that is aimed for in the vision of RiverCity it is important to work on 
the criteria for distribution. This has led to developing a model in which the waiting time and 
an income ceiling is combined. If the income is within a set maximum amount the waiting 
time can be invoked. This would mean a system that cut the queue for those with low incomes 
and are eligible for the apartments with rent levels of 1000 SEK/sqm and 1400 SEK/sqm.  

The interviews indicate that the maximum level of income that is being discussed is 3-5 times 
the rent. According to Älvstranden Utveckling AB one ambition is to have a minimum 
income criterion that is lower than many housing companies have today by setting it at 1.5-2 
times the rent. The discussion has also involved arguments for a higher tolerance for debts. 
The intention for the rental apartments is that all types of incomes such as for instance student 
aid (CSN), income support and retirement income will be approved.  

According to Älvstranden Utveckling AB the queue system in combination with a maximum 
income level can be considered as a neutral method for the distribution even though it has 
some disadvantages. A queue disadvantages those who are new in Gothenburg and have not 
gained any queuing time. In order to be able to register in the queue of Boplats a fee of about 
100 SEK/year must be paid. The fee could be considered a negative incentive for queuing in a 
longer run. Systems that involve more or other selection criteria for the distribution can be 
problematic due to the risk of discrimination. It is a challenge to create a distribution system 
that will reach the target group.  

The interviews indicate that the respondents think that a maximum income criterion should be 
set for the distribution. The actors seem to have different opinions whether the development 
of income should be followed-up or not and if the rent levels will be adjusted if the income 
changes. According to Älvstranden Utveckling AB the advantages and disadvantages of this 
are currently discussed. One question is whether it is motivated from a perspective of integrity 
to present the income for the landlord. Some of the actors consider this as a system that is too 
much alike social housing in Europe, which is not the intention for the project. On the 
contrary some suggest that if no controls are made, some households that are no longer 
eligible for the apartment from an income perspective will keep a low rent level. Respondents 
also suggest that follow-up on the income might cause other problems or lock-in effects 
leading to people withholding the income from the landlord, getting paid “under the table” or 
not accepting a job offer. It is also a bit difficult to set a system for how the rent levels should 
be gradually increased. Magnus Jälminger at Rikshem says that even if the discount decreases 
when a household’s income increases, the intention is not to create a lock-in effect. This is 
important to consider in the process of determining the maximum criterion.  

Hans Lind suggests that one method on how to distribute apartments is through a lottery. One 
may enter the lottery when set income criteria are met. This method would open up for those 
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who have not collected any queuing time and it would become irrelevant whether you have 
lived in the city for a longer time or not. Combining the two methods could also be an option 
in order not to exclude either group. A system based only on waiting time in the queue loses 
much of its legitimacy when there are many new tenants on the market.  

Kouchakpour is under the impression that the different parties have different opinions about 
the distribution criteria and method. There is an existing system today were a certain amount 
of the public housing is provided to people that because of different reasons have difficulties 
in entering the rental market. The Swedish Union of Tenants in Gothenburg suggests that one 
solution could be to simply distribute these apartments through this system. It is not such a 
big amount of apartments in this project and system changes sometimes require bigger efforts 
than what is prepared for.    

6.3.2 The black market of rental apartments 
According to Älvstranden Utveckling AB there are no examples of where a private or 
municipal housing company has set maximum income criteria, so it is not certain how the 
criteria can be applied in an exchange. Some of the actors have mentioned that the they will 
not try to control apartment exchanges and do not believe that it is possible due to the current 
legislation. 

The actors’ concerns regarding the risk of black trade differ but most of them consider the 
risk as high. One of the actors mentions that the risk for “money under the table” in an 
apartment exchange is high. They all agree on that the same income criteria will be applied on 
the incoming tenant. The actors believe that since the rent level is connected to the tenant it 
the lease is less attractive and lowers the risk for black trade. One of the professors suggests 
that since the rent levels are only kept on a lower level for a certain amount of time it might 
lower the value of the apartment on the black market, for each year the value decreases.  

One of the actors mentions that a mean to ensure that an eligible household is occupying an 
apartment is by checking up the income development on a five-year basis. If the income has 
changed the rent level will be gradually increased. Another actor mentions that by checking 
who is registered as resident in the apartment on a regular basis, black trade can be discovered 
and if this is the case the tenant loses the lease. One actor also mentions that rules concerning 
subletting are being discussed.  

6.4 What are the future outlooks for affordable housing of this type in 
Sweden?  

6.4.1 Incentives for participating in mixed-income housing developments 
According to Göran Cars there has been a great demand for exclusive apartments in Sweden 
during the past 20-30 years, and the focus has mainly been on building tenant-ownership 
apartments in attractive urban locations. The residential real estate production is therefore 
adapted to these requirements and the high willingness to pay for upscale housing. What we 
are facing today is a completely new type of demand. Households with below average 
incomes are moving into the big cities where there is a severe housing shortage. Further, the 
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professor means that whether you are a nurse or a refugee moving into the urban cities it is 
difficult to raise the money required in order to enter the housing market today. The moving 
chains are not enough to provide these groups with housing. Given that we have a target on 
social inclusion and are willing to face these problems, the challenge is to provide these 
households with accommodations meanwhile preventing the current segregation issue. 

According to Göran Cars many municipalities charge a land price when selling off the land, 
and the amount varies depending on the location within the country but often it is expensive. 
The fact that the municipalities charge a high price of land in attractive areas immediately 
results in high rents. One way to avoid this, and for the municipality to control the 
development, is to set up certain requirements in the land allocations, and if the requirements 
are met the land price is reduced. Göran Cars believes that affordable housing will most likely 
not be developed without providing incentives, and one incentive for the developers could be 
discounts on land prices. Developers often have a long-term mind-set and a desire to 
contribute to society, but how far will it reach? There is always the crucial question of profit. 

Further, the professor means that municipalities have further possibilities for providing 
incentives and create opportunities for developers. Making the apartment units smaller, 
differentiate the rent or allowing building an additional floor is examples of viable options. 
The return is important for development companies not only to make money, but to be able to 
develop their research, grow as a company and be competitive in the long-term. Göran Cars 
believes that the competition within the housing construction market is another important part 
to encourage new approaches for building good but less expensive accommodations, SABO´s 
concept “Kombohus” and Skanska´s and IKEA´s mutual concept “BoKlok” are currently on 
the right track. 

According to Hans Lind affordable housing is about a political will that is growing stronger; it 
must be ensured that the problems are solved. Private development companies need to realize 
that if they do not participate in building under these conditions, public housing or someone 
else surely will. Companies building upscale housing generally want to stop construction of 
cheap apartments, the differences in quality between the products are not that significant and 
it is clear that the cheaper apartments reduce the demand for the more expensive ones. 
Furthermore, Hand Lind believes that no company wants their reputation tainted with the 
unwillingness to contribute to society, and in this housing market there should be no problem 
in making money on projects including affordable housing. 

6.4.2 Different voices on the need for municipal land allocation restrictions involving 
affordable housing 
Älvstranden Utveckling AB had clear requirements in the land allocations for Frihamnen, 
which is something they have received positive feedback on from the developers. To 
articulate this type of goals early in the process makes it easier to evaluate and to make 
correct calculations. They are clearly challenging the market and were unsure how the land 
allocations would be received. Älvstranden Utveckling AB believes these requirements, or 
goals, is a necessity for construction of affordable housing to take place. Although there is a 
whole new market to be reached, it had never happened voluntarily. 
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The interviewed developers agree on that municipal requirements are necessary to get 
developers to produce the affordable housing units. Land allocation requirements are an 
important tool to get a social mix and lower rents, which is especially difficult in new 
residential production. At the same time it is hard to go crosswise towards the current system, 
but the system can be stressed and stretched; it obviously does not work in its current form. 
When the invitation for the land allocation competition was released a discussion began 
resulting in the requirements being reformulated as goals. 

However, time is money and many municipalities are demanding too much, the processes are 
often long, expensive and inefficient. Göran Cars believes that if Sweden is to have affordable 
housing, municipalities need to acknowledge what is really important and let go of extensive 
requirements. Furthermore, the professor means that many municipalities´ reason selfish, 
thinking that low-income households do not bring wealth or stability to their area and 
therefore it is not a good deal for them. 

The Swedish Property Federation has a different approach than Älvstranden Utveckling AB 
and the developers to rent requirements being stated in the land allocations. They clearly 
believe that the government and municipalities should not be involved in rent regulations. It 
only further distorts a housing market where there is already a large discrepancy in pricing 
versus willingness to pay, creating additional demand on already attractive apartments. There 
is an imminent risk that politics simply reduces the willingness to invest in new rental 
properties. Investors look for opportunities where they get the most return for their money, if 
it is not for example in Gothenburg then they will turn to another municipality. The Swedish 
Property Federation believes that this only results in the municipality missing out on needed 
rental apartments.  

The Swedish Union of Tenants in Gothenburg on the other hand claims that it is in the nature 
of The Swedish Property Federation to not want rent requirements in the land allocations. It 
forces them to not only focus on the return of the investment but to take responsibility and 
build a social mixed and functioning community. The Swedish Union of Tenants in 
Gothenburg instead agrees with the other interviewees in that land allocation requirements are 
positive and necessary. Furthermore, they believe it shows strength that the municipality, 
which in fact has the housing responsibility, takes charge in these questions. The actors within 
the construction process today has no incentives to keep down prices, municipal pressure is 
needed for the industry to bring down production costs so reasonable rents can be charged.  

6.4.3 Requirements for further development of affordable housing in Sweden 
To make affordable housing a concept that will work, there is a need to focus on how 
construction and production costs can be reduced. According to Magnus Jälminger at 
Rikshem the housing markets cost development is unsustainable, the construction companies 
need to reflect upon all parameters involved in the process. New models and standardized 
concepts need to be developed; it is not reasonable for companies to start over each time they 
build a house. Large volumes and repetition will make a significant difference. However, 
Jälminger believes that there is a need to ensure not going back to the million homes 
programme; it was extremely cost-efficient but far too one-sided regarding the design. Cost-
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effective construction with variety that appeals, that is where the challenge is. 

The system with affordable housing units and cross-subsidization is based on the condition 
that the development area is attractive and that a large part of the units are market-rate units. 
If the higher rents in the developments cannot be reached, the cheaper rents will not be 
reachable either. This is a common opinion among the interviewed professors and developers; 
affordable housing can only be accomplished in attractive locations in large cities. 

6.4.4 What are the future outlooks for affordable housing developments of this type in 
Sweden? 
The common opinion among the consortium members and professors is that the Frihamnen 
project will be followed with great interest by the industry and other actors, and the future for 
this type of projects to spread across the country are bright. However, Älvstranden Utveckling 
AB believes that they still will encounter problems along the way. It is a test arena and there 
is a slightly bumpy ride ahead for this first stage. The important part is that they dare to try, 
and the process will be evaluated and refined along the way. That is the advantage and 
intention of building in stages; problems that arise can be corrected in the next one. 

Göran Cars believes that the future development of affordable housing may or may not be like 
the project in Frihamnen; models are tested and time can only tell what will be the winning 
concept in Sweden. Many other countries have various concepts, with mixed results, but 
essentially there has been success in the development. The widespread segregation creates 
social situations that are destructive for individuals and the whole society, to solve this 
problem is a common goal and this is the right path to go. 

The Swedish Union of Tenants in Gothenburg believes that affordable housing may continue 
if developers find a model that works. Meanwhile what is really needed is to build all type of 
housing at much higher rate. 

6.4.5 How to keep a social mix in an area over time 
According to Clas Hjorth, the rents of the affordable housing units will be gradually increased 
after 15 years and taken out of the system, but by then other affordable housing developments 
in the area hopefully will replace them. By this time households living in the apartments 
hopefully have made a housing career and are able to move elsewhere. The social mix will 
therefore not change drastically. 

Magnus Jälminger believes that the success in keeping the social mix in a society will depend 
upon what venues are created in the area; there will be a need for a wide range of activities 
and common areas. The efficiency will also have to be carefully thought through, what if a 
school restaurant could be used as premises for tenants at times when there are no school kids 
present. Effective use of facilities will be crucial in the long-term in what social-mix will be 
living in an area. 
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7 Analysis and discussion 
7.1 How will the development of affordable housing through inclusionary 
zoning in Frihamnen be accomplished? 

7.1.1 Incentives for participating in the development project in Frihamnen 
One main reason for developers to participate in the development project in Frihamnen seems 
to be the opportunity to test new models and concepts. The professors mean that it is crucial 
in the construction industry to follow trends and being competitive; if the companies can test 
and develop concepts for affordable housing early on they will get an important competitive 
advantage. If developers can accomplish a winning concept for developing affordable 
housing, without compromising quality, there are significant market shares to gain 
(Älvstranden Utveckling AB 2015c). 

Another incentive is the attractiveness of the area; the professors believe that there will be no 
problem in making the financial calculations to add up despite the requirements of affordable 
housing units. The Swedish Union of Tenants in Gothenburg clarifies that private developers 
wants to build where they believe the return will be the highest, and Frihamnen is an ideal 
area. Jälminger means that the affordable housing units are only a fraction of the 
development, and if given land allocation in stage one there is a good chance of getting 
further land allocations in the future stages. 

According to Älvstranden Utveckling AB there is also the more obvious incentive; to break 
the strong segregation patterns in Gothenburg. Creating a housing market that is integrated 
and socially sustainable is in everyone’s interest. There may also exist a different incentive 
according to Hans Lind; that the City of Gothenburg has come to realize that the increasing 
budget they spend on providing housing on different society groups rather can be spent on 
housing construction. 

Although it may seem like the developers’ main reason for participating in the pilot project is 
their believe in a socially sustainable society and to counteract segregation, there are much 
more to it. They get the advantage to buy attractive land to a discounted price due to the land 
allocation restrictions. Also, tenant-owned apartments and market-rate rental apartments are 
the larger segment of the development, which compensates for the fewer less profitable 
affordable housing units; there is a clear financial advantage in being able to use 
differentiation in the business-models. Furthermore, it is the number of affordable housing 
units that counts, not the amount of square meters of each apartment. This results in the 
possibility to develop small affordable housing units, which will further increase the 
developers´ profit and creates an incentive. 

Regardless of the developers’ main reason for participating, it becomes a win-win situation 
anyhow. The City of Gothenburg will achieve their vision of a mixed-income community and 
the developers will get their profit. 
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7.1.2 The developers´ business models 
The land allocations of Frihamnen demanded creative business models and forced the 
developers to create new and innovative concepts. Älvstranden Utveckling AB strives to offer 
customers a product that is as uniform as possible, but simultaneously values the differences 
within the models. 

The differences may be slightly confusing to customers, but can be a good thing in the end 
and for the whole concept of affordable housing. Since Frihamnen is a pilot project for 
affordable housing, different models can be tested and hopefully it will result in a useful 
model for future developments. Evaluations and comparisons can be made and the consortium 
can discuss and determine sustainable solutions together. The selection principles were 
actually, according to Älvstranden Utveckling AB's proposal for land allocation for 
Frihamnen, developers that complemented each other. 

This results in a consortium that gathers and shares business knowledge and hopefully will 
form the best solutions regarding the Frihamnen development. The fact that the developers 
did not know exactly where they would build presumably results in even better decisions. It 
makes the developers think as a unit and prevents the possibility of making decisions that 
promote primarily themselves. 

7.2 How is the rent set in the affordable housing units in the project of 
Frihamnen? 

7.2.1 Preparation of the target rent levels 
A rental apartment is often the way into the market for lower-income households (Boverket 
2013b). The new housing that has been produced during the recent years is too expensive for 
many households (Lind 2016). This motivates new methods for providing housing to 
households with lower income since the current system does not seem to be enough. As 
Älvstranden Utveckling AB emphasize, in a new area without any existing stock with lower 
rent levels it is important to offer apartments with lower rent levels to open the area for a 
wider range of citizens. By analyzing incomes among households on the market the lower 
rent levels were set in order be affordable to the current demand. The next step in meeting the 
demand is to find a distribution method to reach these households.   

7.2.2 The different business models 
The actors involved in the project have developed different business models to fulfill the 
criteria in Frihamnen. The business models of the actors have some common characteristics 
but also differences which is presented in table 1. 
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Characteristics of the business models 

Botrygg Göteborg AB • Commercial spaces, tenant-owned apartments and rental 
apartments. Multifunctional buildings. 

• Different rent levels will be achieved by space-efficient 
apartments of different size and with different equipment.  

• Cross-subsidization between tenures, reinvesting part of 
the profit from tenant-owned apartments in rental 
apartments. 

• Lower rate of return 3.5%. 
• Production at scale and an efficient process. 
• Parking on market terms. 

Förvaltnings AB 
Framtiden 

• Commercial spaces, tenant-owned apartments and rental 
apartments.  

• Different rent levels will be achieved by quality 
differentiation between apartments and space-efficient 
solutions. 

• Private rent discounts. 
• Subsidization between rental apartments but not between 

tenures. 
• Production at scale and an efficient process. 
• Common parking solutions that is financially self-

supporting. 
Magnolia Bostad AB • Commercial spaces, hotel and rental apartments. 

Multifunctional buildings. 
• Different rent levels will be achieved by space-efficient 

apartments of same standard but different size. 
• Private rent discounts. 

Rikshem AB • Commercial spaces, tenant-owned apartments and rental 
apartments. 

• Space-efficient apartments of same standard and different 
size. 

• Cost-effective concept for modular buildings. 
• Private rent discounts. 
• Cross-subsidization between tenures, reinvesting part of 

the profit from other tenures in rental apartments. 
Table 1. The table summarizes characteristics of the business models that will enable the two lowest rent levels 
in the project. The information is summarized from project documents and interviews. 

The study indicates that the actors strive for efficient processes and building large volumes to 
keep costs low. A strong distinction between the business models is that some actors intend to 
construct all apartments with equal standard and offer private rent discounts while others 
intend to differentiate according to different qualities of the apartments. The study indicates 
that according to current regulations and cost of production it is not possible to achieve the 
two lower rent levels by only differentiating. It would not be possible to achieve the rent 
levels according to the utility value system. However, with presumption rent in combination 
with lower rate of return or private discounts it is possible.     
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7.2.3 The respondents' comments on the rent setting 
The project is still on a planning level but the study indicates that the required rent levels will 
be achieved and kept on the levels for 15 years. The actors were given the possibility of 
deciding one of the four rent levels by themselves. All of the actors intend to have a higher 
rent for this last 25% of apartments. The interviews indicate that the free rent level is an 
important tool in the business models. Offering apartments with higher standard will probably 
attract another group of tenants than the lowest level, which will contribute to the social mix. 

It is a requirement to the actors to keep the shares of 25% of each rent level during the 15 
years. If model A is applied all the way, without any discount, it seem complicated to apply a 
maximum income criteria during the 15 years since the low rent level is connected to the 
apartment. The 25% shares can be retained but there is a possibility that the household living 
in the apartment is not eligible. By using discounts as a complement it is possible to adjust the 
rent levels for an individual household with the discount. The impression is that it is easier to 
adjust the rent level in model B and keep the shares as it is possible offer another household 
the discount if a current discount holder’s economy changes. When it comes to new tenants 
moving in or apartment exchanges, the 25% shares will not be affected if a maximum income 
criterion can be applied.  

The interviews indicate that it is important for the developers to avoid stigmatization; it 
should not be possible to see which level of income a household have from outside. It is 
however hard to imagine a scenario where it is impossible to guess which apartment might be 
one of the affordable apartments. Just as according to the utility value system, the location 
within the building has an impact on the rent level. Especially in the model where the 
apartments are differentiated it is hard to imagine that this can be completely avoided. In the 
model with discounts it might be easier to avoid the stigmatization as the apartments are 
constructed alike and it therefore might be more difficult to extinguish which apartments have 
lower rent levels. If the affordable housing units are randomly placed within the building, a 
situation may occur where some households find the allocation of apartments unfair. For 
instance, a household that is paying a higher rent might expect a better view.  

The Swedish Property Federation considers that the current system with housing allowances 
should be developed to a level that responds to the current need among households. They see 
this as a more appropriate way to improve the opportunities for households that cannot afford 
housing. The current system with housing allowances has not developed proportionally to 
housing expenses. A further analyze concerning the allowance system is outside the area of 
this study however there should be a system that respond to the households needs. The lack of 
this should however not be an obstacle for municipalities and housing actors to develop 
means to meet the housing demand of a wide range of households. 

7.2.4 The development of rent levels after 15 years 
The target rent levels must be kept for 15 years. Thereafter the intention is a gradual increase 
over a five-year period of time. The Swedish Union of Tenants suggests that differentiating 
the quality of the apartments might decrease the impact on rent levels, when negotiated 
according to the utility value system. The Swedish Property Federation expresses a concern 
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for a substantial change of rent levels; the time for a gradual increase might have to be quite 
long for a household to be able to handle the change. Inflation is also brought up as a factor 
that might offset the change by one of the actors. 

In the model where apartments are constructed with different qualities it might become easier 
for households to stay since the change in rent level might be smaller. This due to that 
attributes affecting the utility value are considered in the construction. Some of the 
respondents expresses that the market might have changed to a market with a higher supply of 
affordable housing in the nearby area. Unless the change in rent level is remarkable it might 
also be possible for a household to stay in the apartment. 

One scenario is that a household's need and situation might have changed during the 15 years. 
A new family situation or a new job are situations in which the need of housing might have 
changed why for an individual household a move might not be a negative aspect. However, if 
the rent levels change to above what is affordable for the current target group this group will 
not be able to afford housing in the area and the social mix will not remain. 

The fact that the increase will be made over a five-year period of time creates an opportunity 
for a family to stay in their apartment longer. Everyone who will move into the rental 
apartments are aware of the fact that the target rent levels will be negotiated according to the 
utility value system after 15 years. How the future will turn out is hard to predict, but the risk 
of a household having to move out after 15 years cannot be excluded. None of the 
respondents have expressed that the rent level will stay on the low level even after the 15 
years. The best scenario would be that the tenants can stay in the apartment or that it is 
possible to find another affordable apartment nearby.  

7.3 How will the affordable housing units be distributed? 

7.3.1 Criteria for the target group and distribution method 
Criteria and method for distribution of the apartments are yet to be determined. The current 
discussion concerns a combination of queuing time in the housing agency Boplats queue and 
income criteria for the households. The distribution method matching carries the risk of less 
objectivity in the selection of tenants. First-comes-first has the disadvantage of excluding 
those who do not have the opportunity to apply for the apartment at an announced time 
(Boverket 2009). In this case first-comes-first would also require some sort of criteria for who 
are eligible for the apartments.  

Applying a maximum income criterion will have both advantages and disadvantages. By 
combining the methods the households that are eligible for the apartment can be reached to a 
higher extent compared to if no maximum criterion is applied. This due to the correlation 
between queueing time and income that is current. On the contrary it might have a negative 
impact on the possibilities for a household to improve its financial situation. A gradual rent 
increase should leave room for a household to develop a stronger financial situation and the 
impression is that this is considered by the actors. Besides the fact that a household could 
have an unmotivated low rent, it will also exclude another household with a stronger need for 
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the affordable apartment. Because of this a maximum income criterion can be considered 
motivated. 

Applying a minimum criteria and not accepting all sorts of income can lead to that some 
households are excluded or economically discriminated (Annadotter and Blomé 2015). 
According to Älvstranden Utveckling AB the intention is to accept all forms of income, 
potentially a higher tolerance for debt and lower minimum income criteria than many housing 
companies currently apply. This makes the apartments available for a wider range of tenants. 

There is a risk that the method excludes those who have recently moved into the city or has 
not had the possibility of registering in the queue for other reasons. In order to reach out to 
this group as well, one solution could be to combine different distribution methods for 
instance queuing and lottery as Hans Lind suggested. The same criteria as for the queue could 
also apply for them who want to participate in the lottery. This would include new households 
on the market meanwhile the target group fulfilling income criteria would still be reached. 
The registration fee might also be a negative incentive for a household to join Boplats. On the 
contrary a mutual housing agency makes the process of applying for housing easier since a 
person can find available objects in one place. For landlords the administration concerning the 
distribution is reduced by using Boplats. 

7.3.2 The black market of rental apartments 
When the rent level is below market level the risk for black trade increases (SOU 2015:48). 
The risk of black trade and how it can be prevented is discussed among the actors. The 
interviews indicate that the actors see the discount towards tenants as one way of lowering the 
value of the lease on the black market. If an exchange has occurred the incoming tenant will 
not get the discount. The study indicates that it might not be possible to apply maximum 
income criterion in an exchange due to legal regulations. Since there are no earlier examples 
of this it is an uncertainty. If model A is used without any discount these leases might be more 
attractive on the black market. If the income criterion is not applicable this could lead to a not 
eligible household moving in.  

One actor intends to monitor who is registered as a resident in the apartment to ensure that the 
apartment has not been exposed to black trade. How the monitoring of registered tenants and 
income levels can be performed in practice has not been discussed. However the incentives 
for the landlord can be questioned since the monitoring can lead to more administration and 
possibly higher administration costs.  

By monitoring who is registered in the apartment, illegal subletting might also be discovered. 
Subletting could be one way for a tenant to profit from a cheap apartment in a good location. 
To ensure that the incoming subtenant is eligible the same income criteria would have to be 
applied as to the tenant subletting.  
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7.4 What are the future outlooks for affordable housing of this type in 
Sweden?  

7.4.1 Incentives for participating in residential developments including affordable 
housing 
The general opinion among the interviewed actors is that affordable housing most likely will 
not be developed without providing incentives. Previous studies show that one factor driving 
the approach of mixed-income housing is the adverse effect of low-income household 
concentrations such as the million homes program (Smith 2002). Although no one wants to 
repeat the million homes program, there is a lot to learn from the standardization and reduced 
construction costs. Further, the stigmatization and segregation the program brought works as 
an incentive to use inclusionary zoning. 

The absence of affordable housing in Sweden today is an additional incentive, opening up a 
whole new market for developers (Smith 2002). Göran Cars means that even though 
developers want to maximize their return, they are always interested in new grounds; a strong 
incentive for the developers is their own motivation to be competitive in their field. 

One incentive for the municipalities to provide is discount on land prices. Previous research 
shows that affordable housing developments are more or less restricted to attractive areas 
where the initial value of the land is fairly high (Schuetz and Meltzer 2012, pp. 32-36). To 
stimulate and encourage affordable housing development, Göran Cars means that 
requirements of for example amount of units and rent levels can be made in the land 
allocations, and if the requirements are met a discount on the price is made. 

7.4.2 Different voices on the need for municipal land allocation restrictions involving 
affordable housing 
Land allocation requirements are a mean for municipalities to create and achieve their vision 
for future housing developments within their geographical area (Schuetz and Meltzer 2012, 
pp. 32-36). The developers and professors together with The Swedish Union of Tenants in 
Gothenburg all agree on that land allocation requirements involving affordable housing are 
necessary for the development to take place. Otherwise actors within the construction industry 
have no incentives for keeping down prices today, and therefore there is no possibility for 
reasonable rents levels. The Swedish Property Federation on the other hand clearly believes 
that municipalities should not be involved in rent regulations; it only further reduces the 
willingness for developers to invest in new rental properties. 

Since the situation on the housing market today is evidently not sustainable, there seems to be 
a need for municipalities to step in and take on larger responsibility for housing development 
in general and affordable housing development in particular. Naturally, there are market 
conditions prevailing on the housing market, but the community still has a central role in 
establishing a sufficient and sustainable housing supply. Regarding the acute shortage of all 
types of tenures today, the negative impact on developers’ willingness to invest in rental 
apartments might not be that great. 
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7.4.3 Requirements for further development of affordable housing in Sweden 
According to Magnus Jälminger at Rikshem, the challenge in mixed-income housing lies in 
achieving cost-effective construction together with an attractive design. Developing new 
models and standardized concepts that can reduce costs should be a priority to developers. 

That the location is crucial to enable construction of affordable housing is a common opinion 
among the interviewed professors and developers. If the higher rents in the development can 
not be reached, the cheaper rents will not be reached either. Previous research also shows that 
inclusionary zoning for this reason mainly occurs in fairly exclusive metropolitan areas 
(Schuetz and Meltzer 2012, pp. 32-36). 

Low construction costs and an attractive area, enabling high rents in the market-rent units, 
seem to be imperative requirements when it comes to mixed-income housing developments. 
Further development will probably not take place if these two key parts is not provided. 

7.4.4 What are the future outlooks for affordable housing developments of this type in 
Sweden? 
The interviewed professors and consortium members believe there is a bright future for 
affordable housing in Sweden. Other countries have various concepts of affordable housing, 
with mixed results, but essentially the general development has been successful. The Swedish 
Union of Tenants in Gothenburg believes that there may be a future for affordable housing if 
developers are able to find a model that works, meanwhile what is really needed is an overall 
higher rate of housing construction. 

Since public housing in Sweden today act on market-like terms, the situation regarding 
housing for low-income households has become slightly more complicated. Private and 
public housing developers will have to work together, and evidently be provided incentives, 
to develop effective and sustainable models. 

7.4.5 How to keep a social mix in an area over time 
To maintain a social mix in a specific area, Göran Cars mentions attractive common areas and 
general activities as important aspects. All society groups need to feel belonging and 
included, otherwise the vision of a mixed-income community will only become temporary. 

Previous studies show that a successful attribute with inclusionary zoning is that the presence 
of market-rate units provides an assurance for high quality of management, location and 
design. This will partly ensure that the developments do not turn out as the million homes 
program, but instead counteract social stigmatization and segregation (Smith 2002). 

If communities want to create and keep a social mix, affordable housing through inclusionary 
zoning seems to be the best available option. When it comes to Frihamnen, Clas Hjorth 
believes that the social mix in the area will not change drastically after the 15 years of low 
rents; by then other affordable housing developments in the area hopefully will replace them. 
Göran Cars would rather see the affordable housing units to continue after the 15 years to 
ensure the vision of a social mix. 
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8 Conclusion and further studies 
8.1 Conclusion 
How will the development of affordable housing through inclusionary zoning in 
Frihamnen be accomplished? 
The study shows that incentives are a necessity for developers to participate in the project of 
Frihamnen. One main incentive is testing new models and staying competitive on the market. 
Another reason is the attractive area of Frihamnen; it enables a high return on investments, 
and getting a land allocation in the first stage increases the chance of getting further land 
allocations in the next stages. There is also the incentive to break the strong segregation 
pattern in Gothenburg and to create a socially sustainable housing market. The development 
of Frihamnen will be carried out by the consortium, where the members business knowledge 
are gathered and shared. The study shows further that creative business models will be used, 
and that they play an important part in realizing the vision of RiverCity. 

How is the rent set in the affordable housing units in the project of Frihamnen? 
As a requirement for the assignment of a land allocation in the project, four equally shared 
rent levels for all rental apartments in Frihamnen were set by the municipality. The aim with 
the rent setting is to create a social mix in the area. Two of the rent levels are considered as 
rent levels that households with lower incomes can afford. To achieve the required rent levels 
the actors have different approaches to fulfil the requirements. The approaches that have been 
observed are reinvesting profit from sales of other tenures in rental apartments, producing 
large volumes to lower costs, stretch a differentiation according to different qualities and 
offering private rent discounts to tenants. The rent levels must be kept on the required levels 
for 15 years. After this the rent levels will be set according to the utility value system. The 
study indicates that the change might have different impacts on the different rent levels. The 
lower levels will probably increase while the higher decrease. 

How will the affordable housing units be distributed? 
A method for the distribution of the affordable housing apartments is still a work in progress. 
Currently a combination of queueing time in the housing agency of Gothenburg and income 
criteria are being discussed. The study indicate that it is a challenge to determine how the 
distribution should be made in order to reach the target households. 

What are future outlooks for affordable housing developments of this type in Sweden? 
The study shows that the most likely will not be a future for affordable housing in Sweden 
without providing incentives for developers. Incentives such as creating a socially sustainable 
housing market, municipal discounts on land prices, construction benefits and being 
competitive meanwhile gaining market shares will hopefully be enough for development to 
take place. 

Further, municipal land allocation requirements regarding affordable housing seems to be a 
necessary mean. This since developers will not build affordable housing if they have other 
options. Also, actors within the construction industry will otherwise have no incentives for 
keeping down prices, which eliminates the possibility for reasonable rents levels. 
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The study indicates further that there will be a bright future for affordable housing in Sweden 
if developers are able to find models that work. If communities want to create and keep a 
social mix, affordable housing through inclusionary zoning seems to be the best available 
option.  

8.2 Suggestions for further research 
At the time for the authoring of this thesis the project of Frihamnen is still in a planning stage. 
The fact that it is a pilot project opens up for further interesting research opportunities. One 
suggestion is to analyze the outcome of the project, concerning the research question of this 
thesis. 
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Appendices 
 

Appendix 1 - Interview questions, The Swedish Property Federation and 
The Swedish Union of Tenants 
 

! What is your opinion of municipality land allocation requirements regarding rental 
levels? 

! What was your reaction when Älvstranden Utveckling AB presented the land 
allocations? 

! What is your opinion of the reversed presumption rent in Frihamnen? 
! What is your opinion on using private rental discounts in Frihamnen? 
! What do you think will be the outcome after the 15 years that are regulated in the land 

allocation? 
! What advantages and disadvantages do you see in affordable housing, and what is 

your opinion of the future development of affordable housing in Sweden? 
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Appendix 2 - Interview questions, Professors 
 
Implementation of Affordable Housing in Sweden 

! What is your opinion on the Swedish housing system regarding needs and demands 
for affordable housing? 

! In addition to requirements, what is your opinion regarding creating incentives for 
production of affordable housing? 

! Apart from the construction company's strategy to contribute to social sustainability, 
what are the reasons for developers to implement an affordable housing project? 

! How is a residential project that includes affordable housing financially doable for 
developers? 

Distribution of the affordable housing apartments and additional requirements on the tenant 

! How do you think that affordable housing should be distributed? What pros and cons 
do you see with different distribution methods of rental apartments today? 

! What is your opinion on the criticism that other tenants may take a larger financial 
share; that the cheaper apartments are adding to their costs? 

! Is the intention that tenants only should stay a short period of time in the affordable 
housing units? How do you think the affordable housing apartments contribute to 
mobility on the market? 

! What do you think happens to the affordable housing apartments after 15 years, and 
what impact will the fact that it will become utility value have?  

! What is needed to best retain a social mix in an area over time? 

The future of affordable housing in Sweden 

! What do you think of conditions for implementing similar affordable housing projects 
in other cities in Sweden? 

! Do you see other ways of creating affordable housing in today's housing market? 
! What are your thoughts about affordable housing's future in Sweden? 
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Appendix 3 - Interview questions, Development Companies 
 
The project of Frihamnen 

! What in your business model do you believe made you get one of the land allocations? 
! Can you explain your concept for affordable housing? Is cross-subsidization part of 

the concept? 
! What incentives exist for you as a developer to adopt an affordable housing project? 
! What advantages and disadvantages do you see in developing affordable housing 

compared to traditional rental units with higher rents? 
! Do you think municipality requirements are necessary to get developers to produce 

affordable housing units? Why/why not? 
! What are your opinions of municipality land allocation requirements regarding social 

mix and rent levels? 
 
Rent levels and future development 

! What is your strategy for enabling the different rents levels? 
! How do you intend to set the fourth and optional level of rent? What impact has the 

optional level on your view of the project? 
! What will happen to the affordable housing apartments after 15 years? 
! What is needed to best retain a social mix in an area over time? 

 

Distribution and rental policy 

! How do you think the apartments should be distributed to best reach the target group; 
low and middle-income households? 

! How do you think selection criteria for the target group should be formed? 
! How do you think income requirements of tenants should be formed? (min/max?) 
! What is your opinion on the risk of black trade with affordable housing apartments? 
! How do you think black trade with the affordable housing units is limited most 

effectively? 
! How do you think that exchange of the apartments should be regulated? 

 
Future development of affordable housing in Sweden 

! What do you think the conditions are for implementing similar affordable housing 
projects in other cities in Sweden?  
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Appendix 4 - Interview questions, Älvstranden Utveckling AB 
 
The project of Frihamnen 

! Based on current legislation and regulations, how is the Frihamnen project doable? 
! How did the idea of conducting an affordable housing project using creative business 

models start? 
! What incentives do you think exists for developers to adopt affordable housing 

projects? 
! What advantages and disadvantages do you see in developing affordable housing 

compared to traditional rental units with higher rents? 
! Do you think municipality requirements are necessary to get developers to produce 

affordable housing units? Why/why not? 
! What are your opinions of municipality land allocation requirements regarding social 

mix and rent levels? 
! What is your opinion of "lottery distribution" of the affordable housing apartments? 
! What are your thoughts regarding distribution of tenures within the buildings at the 

moment? Do the properties including affordable housing consist of rental apartments 
solely? 

! Will the lowest rent level be fixed to specific apartments? Or is the subsidy tied to the 
tenant? 

 
Rent levels and future development 

! How were the four rent levels determined? 
! How and why did the idea of the forth and optional rent level come up? 
! Are the rent settings according to the Rent Act? 
! What are your thoughts about the other apartments taking on a larger financial share 

due to the included affordable housing apartments?  
! What are your thoughts of Frihamnen in the longer term; what happens after 15 years, 

does the fact that utility value rents are introduced affect profitability? 
! What is needed to best retain a social mix in an area over time? 

Distribution and additional requirements towards the tenant 
! Is the distribution entirely up to each property owner, or developed by the consortium? 
! How do you think the apartments should be distributed to best reach the target group; 

low and middle-income households? 
! What advantages and disadvantages do you see with today's distribution models? 
! How do you think selection criteria for the target group should be formed? 
! How do you think income requirements of tenants should be formed? Min/max? 
! What is your opinion on the risk of black trade with affordable housing apartments? 
! How do you think black trade with the affordable housing units is limited most 

effectively? 
! How do you think that exchange of the apartments should be regulated? 

 
Future development of affordable housing in Sweden 

! Do you think that similar projects will be implemented in Gothenburg? What are the 
conditions for this to happen? 

! What do you think the conditions are for implementing similar affordable housing 
projects in other cities in Sweden? 
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